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INTRODUCTION 
ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM 
In view of the number of vocabulary tests that have been 
made in recent years and the resulting widespread use of esti-
mates based on them, the question of whether or not a reliable 
absolute estimate of a person ' s vocabulary can be made from 
existing tests is of paramount importance . Before attacking the 
problem, it was necessary to define "an individual's vocabulary." 
It was decided t hat in this study vocabulary would mean not 
merely the nillllber of words a person could use, but the total 
number of words the meanings of which he could recognize. A 
"reliable estimate" was taken to mean an estimate established 
within narrow limits and not subject to valid dispute. 
A reliable test is one that measures accurately the thing 
that it measures; a valid test is one that really measures what 
it purports to measure . 1 Science can measure reliability accur-
at ely; it cannot always measure validity. Most existing tests 
have reliabilities ranging from . 50 to . 97 . The question of 
validity involves several points: (1) time limit, (2) inclusion 
of root or derivative words, (3) most common, specific, or 
multiple usage meanings, (4) inclusion or exclusion of proper 
nouns and foreign, technical, obsolete, and provincial terms, 
and (5) differences associated with various criteria of knowl-
edge . 2 Existing tests do not agree in their treatment of these 
1 . Kelley , Truman L. Interpretation of Educational Measure-
ments . Yonkers, N.Y. , World Book Co . , 1927. p . 14. 
2 . Seashore , Robert H. Measurement and Analysis of Extent of 
Vocabulary . ( In Psychology Bulletin. Vol. 30 , p. 709-710. 1933). 
problems and h ence do not agree in their results . This lack of 
agreement brought about the working hypothesis: Present - day 
vocabulary t ests are not valid and no reliable absolute esti-
mate of a person ' s vocabulary can be made from them. 
METH OD AND SCOPE 
The method followed in 'attacking the problem was to select 
a gr oup, g ive each member of the group six standardized recog-
nition vocabulary tests , and g ive every tenth member a seventh 
specially-c onstructed longer test . The testing level selected 
was the ninth and tenth grades , the first and second high 
s chool years, which would provide variation in chronological 
age and home environment, factors on whi ch the size of a 
pers on's vocabulary depends . 
The group selected was the 180 members of the freshman and 
sophomore classes of the high schools at LeRoy, Kansas and 
Burlington, Kansas , towns of about 900 and 2700 population 
respectively in southeastern Kansas . The two schools derive 
their population from rural districts as well as the towns; the 
chronological ages of the gr oup members varied between twelve 
and twenty; the I . ~.' s in the gr oup ranged from 68 to 150; 
therefore for t h e purpose of this study , the testing of vocab-
ulary tests , the students selected formed a typical school 
g roup . Because of absences and incomplete records only 175 of 
the orig inal 180 students are included in this study . 
CHAPTER I 
PREVIOUS VOCABULARY STUDIES 
The study of vocabulary is comparatively recent. 'Ihe 
first to call attention to the systematic treatment of the 
vocabulary was Francois Gouin in his book, "L 'art d'enseigner 
et d'etudier les langues , '' published in Paris in 1880 . 1 This 
report , however, was cone erned vv i th vocabulary as an aid to 
language study and it was not until 1907 when Kirkpatrick2 
discove red a way of testing vocabularies that the subject of 
general vocabularies came to the attention of the scientific 
world . 
Kirkpatrick claimed that vocabulary co ul d be tested by 
sel ecting 100 words by chance from a dictionary and marking 
the wo rds known and unknown . He used as the basis for his test 
a 28 ,000-word dictionary and made tests at all grade levels 
from the second grade to the college, his estima tes rang ing 
from 4,480 for a second-grader to 20,120 for a college student . 
He found students at the ninth grade level knowing 13,400 word s . 
In t h e same year Doran3 investigated vocabularies to 
discover that g irls knew more than boys f or the first five or 
six y ears b ut after that the situation was revers ed . Be 
found the average known vocabulary on the ninth grade level to 
be 18 ,865 words . This result was obtained from a test based on 
1. Fritsche , G. A. Stud of the S. stematic Vocabular . ( In 
School Review . Vol . 6 , p . 10 2 . February, 1908 . 
2 . Kirkpatrick, E. A. A Vocabulary Test . (Tn Popular Scienc e 
Monthly . Vol. 70, p . 157-164. February, 1907) . 
3 . Doran, E . W. A Study of Vocabularies. (In Pedagog ical 
Seminary . Vol . 14 , p . 401-438 . 1907) . 
Webster' s International Dictionary. Using also a smaller 
di ctionary , his results from it were much smaller . 
In 1915, F . G. Bonser,1 in coll aboration with L. H. 
Burch and R. M. Turner, studied vocabulary tests as 
measures of school efficiency. They used t h e Kirkpatrick 
method with dictionaries of both 28 ,000 and 44 , 000 words 
in diff erent schools, one of which wa s t h e Spey er Sch ool, 
t h e demonstration scho ol for Col umbia Unive r sity . Th e 
Speyer p up ils sh owed a littl e superiority over the others . 
The t est s bas ed on th e l a r g er d icti ona r y gave re sult s 
app rox i mately 50% larger than tho s e based on t he 28 , 000-
word dictionary . The eighth g rade vocabul aries were f ound 
to be 18 ,7 00 and 31,1 00 words, a cc ording to t he t wo 
dictionarie s . 
Terma n2 in 191 6 select ed 100 word s f rom Laird and 
Lee's Vestu ocket {18 ,000 words) Di c t i ona r y and multipl i ed 
t h e number of word s known by 180 , t he common method of 
s t a tisticians whereby a larg e sample is used as a g eneral -
i zati on fo r t h e wh ole . He found ave r age vocab ul a r i es to be 
9 ,000 f or t he ninth g r ade a nd 10, 200 for t h e t enth g r ad e . 
A r adi cal depart ure from t h is general method was 
t a.~en by Gerlach3 in 1917 . Instead of 10 0 wor d s he selected 
1000 words f rom t h e Funk and Wagnall s Standar d Di ct ionary 
1 . Bonser , F . G., Burch , L. H., Turner, R. M. Vo cabul a ry 
Tests as Meas~res of Sch ool Ef f iciency. (In School and 
Society . Vol . 2 , p . 71 3-718 . 191 5 ) . 
2 . Terman , L. M. Th e Measurement of Intellig ence . New York 
Houghton- Mifflin Co ., 1 916 . · ' 
3. Gerlach , F . M. Vocabulary Studies. St udies in Educa t ion 
and Psyc h ology , Colorado Colleg e No. 1 . 1917 . 
(250,000 words ) and constructed for the 600 least difficult 
words a four - word mult i ple choice test . Those of the remain-
ing 400 words that we re known had to be defined to be 
counted as known . From those of the 600 that were marked 
correctly, he subtracted one-third of the number that were 
marked incorrectly, to allow for guessing . To this number h e 
added those of t h e 400 that had been d efined and multiplied t he 
sum by 250 . 
estimate of vocabulary: (number known)N in dictionary 
Nin sample 
Using this base of 250,000 words , his ninth grade a ve rage was 
66 ,650 , much greater than the results obtained by using smaller 
dictionaries as bases for tests . 
Brandenburg1 in 1918 made a 200-word test , one word 
for every 140 in Webster ' s Academic Dictionary (28 ,000 words), 
and found t h e ninth grade average to be 13,504 words , a l most 
t h e s ame as Kirkpatrick's result f r om t he s ame sized base . 
In t h e same year H. L. Neher2 studied t h e vocabularies 
of 88 high school pupils , using words chosen f rom the top of 
every t h ird column of t h e same dictionary Terman used . His 
results agreed exactly with Terman ' s . 
In 1919 Hol ley3 took Terman ' s list and const r ucted a 
multiple choic e test from it. His results differed only 
slightly from Terman 's, 10,296 words on the ninth gr ade level . 
1 . Brandenburg , G. C. Psychological Aspects of Language . (In 
Journal of Educational Psychology . Vol . 9 , p . 313 . 1918 ) . 
2. Neher , H. L . Measuring the Vocabulary of High School Pup ils . 
(In School and Society . Vol. 8 , p . 3 55- 358 . 1918 ) . 
3 . Holley , C. E . First Annual Report of the Bureau of Educa-
tional Research , University of Illinois, 1919 . 
In 1921 Thorndike published his "Teachers Word Book,"l 
in which he ascribed certain credit swns to each word accord-
ing to the number of times they appeared in literature . From 
this as a s t arting point he evolved a test2 in which words 
we re given in order of difficulty according to their frequency . 
Thi s test was used by Symonds on thirty ninth--grade girls in 
Horace Mann High School, New York , and the average result vas 
13,200 words . He also experimented with all grades down to the 
four th and his results with Thorndike ' s t est ''were in agreement 
with those of Kirkpatrick and Brandenburg, so considerable 
reliance could be placed in them. «3 
In 1929 N. B. Cuff4 selected parts of sp eech according to 
their use in the dictionary and made a test composed of 61% 
nouns, 22% verbs, 12% adjectives, 4% adverbs, and 1% pronouns , 
conjunctions, prepositions, and interjections . He used V/ebster's 
Shorter School Dictionary of 35 , 000 words and for the ninth 
grade level obtained 19,100 words as the average vocabulary . 
This is in agreement with Terman , Neher, and Holley , consider-
ing the size of the dict ionary used as the base of the test . 
He used a di c tionary twice the size of the ones they did and 
obtained results twice as great . His test reliability was . 87 . 
He also said that vocabulary test limitations included both 
1 . Thorndike, E . L. The Teachers Word Book . Teachers College, 
Columbia University , 1921 . 
2 . Thorndi ke , E. L . Vocabularies of School Pupils . (In Con-
tributions to Education, New York Society for the 
Experimental Study of Educat ion . Vol . I, 1924 ) . 
3 . Symonds , P . M. Size of Recognition and Recall Vocabularies . 
(In School and Society . Vol . 24 , p . 559 - 560 . 1926) . 
4 . Cuff, Noel B. Vocabulary Tests . (In Journal of Educational 
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reliability and validity and also discrepancies between the 
results of different tests . He said furthermore that IF THE 
EF~ECT OF THE VARIATION IN METHOD COULD BE ACCURATELY 
EVALUATED, THE RESULTS OF THE DIFFERENT TESTS WOULD BE IN 
AGREEMENT . l His paper included the table on page 7 . 
Also in 1929 J . M. Gillette2 (Univ . of North Dakota) 
first propounded the theory that t he larger the dictionary 
us ed in mak ing a test, the larger would be the resulting 
estimate of vocabulary . He selected in an unabridged diction-
ary columns under each letter in the proport ion each letter's 
columns bore to the total number of columns . From the per-
centag e of words known in the 159 col umns he counted, he 
computed the tota l number of words known . His estimate for 
himself was 127,000 words . He said that THE RARE AND OBSOLETE 
WORDS AT THE BOTTOM OF THE PAGES SHOULD RE INCLUDED IN A FAIR 
TEST , AS SOME PEOPLE WOULD KNOW THEM. l s h is estimate was so 
muc_ larger than had previously been t hought possible , he 
quoted Kroeber (Anthropologist, University of California; 
nres ident, American Folk-Lore Society): "Primitive peoples 
had no written language and hence knew most of the words in 
use . The Aztecs knew 27 ,000, the Central American :Mayas 
20 , 000 , the Dakota Indians 19,000 , Af rican Zulus 17,000, 
Navaho Indians 11,000, and the Klamaths of the Northwest 
7 ,ooo . 11 
1 . Capitals by author . 
2 . Gi llette, J . l . Extent of Personal Vocabularies and 
Cultural Control . (In Scientific Monthly . Vol . 29, 
p . 451 - 457 . November , 1929) . 
"If t he voc abularies of savages are 7 , 000 to 19 ,000 , and 
that of barbarians st ill higher , what should be the vocab-
ularies of civilized Germans , Frenchmen, and Englishmen?" 
asked Gillette . 
At the spring meeting of the Midwestern Psychological 
Association in 1937, Robert H. Seashore read a paper describ-
ing a test he had made and the results from it . l 
"We •.. used •.. the 1936 Funk and Wagnalls two-volume 
unabridged dictionary (450 , 000 words) and . .• divided (it) 
... into basi c (1 60 , 000 ) and derived words . We sampled 
the basic words by taking the third word from t_1e top of 
the first column of each even-numbered page and divided 
that (list) into thre e equivalent lists , only one of 
whi ch has so far been developed in test form . Sister Ida 
Annen , O. S . B. of Mount Angel Academy in Oregon, has shown 
that such samplings are of approximately equal difficulty 
as judged by the number of wr itten definitions that 
students can give for each. 
11 (Here , as in all science, it is not necessary to 
measure all of the material of any kind, for a small 
representative sampl e will tell us almost as much with 
only a fraction of the time a nd effort . ) 
11 0ne p recaution is necessary - THE SAMPLING MUST BE 
TAKEN FROM AN UNABRIDGED DICT IONA~ Y , FOR WE AND HARTMAN 
HAVE SHOWN THAT ALL SMALLER VOLUMES OMIT MANY WORDS WHICH 
EDUCATED ADULTS WILL KNON , AND THUS NOT GIVE A FAIR OPPOR-
TUNITY TO SH ow· THE ENT IRE VOCABULARY. FAILURE TO REC CX:HHZE 
THIS FACT HAS ACCOUNTED FOR MOST OF THE VARIATION IN 
PREVIOUS PUBLISHED EST IIJIATES OF VOCABULARY SIZE . 2 
"We •.• further subdivide the basic words into ..• those 
which are known by enough persons to justify including 
them in a multiple response (4 choice) objective test, and 
those • .. too rare ... or ... difficult to handle in short 
resp onse items . 
"We find that a group of 155 Northwestern University 
students ( 50 Fr . , 40 So . , 35 Jr . , and 10 Gr . ) had ••. an 
average •.. knowledge ... of 60 , 200 words (on this part of 
the test) . 
"Adding together the estimates from the multiple choice 
test for commoner words and the written definition test 
1. Seashore, Robert H. Measur ement of Individual Differences 
in General English Vocabularies. Unpublished manuscript , 
Evanston, IlJ.inois, May, 1937 . (Reported briefly in Time . 
January 3, 1938) . 
2 . Capitals by author . 
for ra r e wo r ds , we • . . say . .. c ol lege students .. . averaged 
61 ,800 (ba sic words) . 
"Turni ng n ow to de r i ved words •.. we asked A SMALL 
~UMBER OF UPPERCLASS STUDE~TS 1 to rate their degree of 
knowl edge ( f ul l c redi t, half c red i t , or none) for each 
wo r d i n a list of 580 (1 /365 of total) derived words . 
Here a student of average ability scored 53% correct, 
fo r a n es timat ed t ot a l of 114,000 der i ved words ... a 
t otal general English vocabulary of 1?6 ,000 words . 
"Co operat i on with a philologist suggests . . . WE SHOULD 
BE ABLE TO INTERPRET .. . WITH GREATER CLARITY . .. PARTIC-
ULARLY IN THE MATTER OF BASIC AND DERIVED WORDS . 11 1 
We are c onc erned , of course , only with English vocab-
ularies , but i n 1907 Professor E. H. Babbitt, using an 
unabridged d ic tionary of over 100,000 words and Kirkpatrick ' s 
100-word samp l e method , tested his own vocabulary and found 
he knew , c ount i ng c ompounds (derivatives) , 
65 ,000 English words 
58 ,000 German words 
52 ,000 Danish words 
30 ,000 French words 
22 ,000 Ita l ian words 
18 ,000 Latin words 
16 ,000 Spani sh words 
13 ,000 Gr eek words 
11,000 Ol d Norse words . 2 
--------------- -----1 . Cap ital s by a uth or . 
2 . Babbitt , E . IL A Vocab ul a ry Te st . (In Popular Sc ience 
Monthl y . Vol. ? O, p . 3?8 . April , 1907 ) . 
CHAPTER II 
TESTING PROCEDURES 
The first step in testing was to select the six tests 
to be used . All had to be of the same type, had to be in 
general use , and had to have norms available . The tests that 
were finally selected were 
(1) Holley Sentence Vo cabulary Scale, Series 3B1 
(2) Thorndike Test of Word Knowledge , Form A2 
(3) Part III (Vocabulary) of the Columbia Research 
Bureau English Test 3 
(4) Markham English Vocabulary Test for High School 
and College Students, Form I4 
(5) I nglis Test of English Vocabulary, Form A5 
( 6) Kennon Test of Literary Vocabulary, Form A 6 
These will be designated hereafter by the number assigned to 
them . 
The next step was the construction of "Test ? . tt It was 
to be based on an unabridged dictionary , following the lead 
of Gerlach, Gillette , and Seashore, and the dictionary 
selec ted was Webster ' s New International, second edition, 1335 . 
The sample method was used , the general procedure in making 
vocabulary tests . However, carrying out the suggestion of 
----------- --- -- -- ---1. Public School Publishing co., Bloomington , Illinois. 
2. Bureau of Publi cations , Teachers College , Columbia 
University , New York City . 
3 . World Book Co . , Yonkers , N.Y. 
4 . Public School Publi shing Co . , Bloomington, Illinois . 
5 . Ginn and Company, Boston. 
6 . Bureau of Publications, Teachers College , Columbia 
University , New York City . 
Gillette , no terms were excluded . The list of words for the 
test was composed of the guide words at the top of the first 
column of every third page, whether that word was common or 
rare, marginal or sub-marginal, in the regular list or listed 
among the rare and obsolete words at t he bottom of the page 
(all of which would be included by this method) . Furthermore, 
in making from this list a five-choice multiple response 
test , com~lete objectivity was obtained by using for the 
given words the meaning called for by the guide word , rather 
than the most common meaning usually used by test composers . 
The most common meaning, sometimes in doubt because of several 
well - known common meanings, was often found on the preceding 
page, and was thus of course ruled out by this strictly 
objective method of meaning selection. The author realized that 
this method would tend to reduce the resulting estimated vocab-
ulary, because of the occasional uncom1on meanings used, but 
felt that the procedure should be used in order to obtain an 
exact and complete sample of the entire dictionary. 
In selecting the alternative responses, general scien-
tific procedures were followed . 
1 . Correct answers were synonyms of or closely related to 
the g iven words . 
2 . All answers were of the same parts of speech, or at 
least did not g ive away the answer by variations . 
3 . There was avoidance of unintentional clues as 
a . Longe r and more precise correct answers . 
b. Similarity of spelling in answer and given word . 
c. Use of several close-related answers, all of which 
could be discounted. 
4. Fine distinctions were frequently required in selecting 
t he answer. 
5. Temptations to error were introduced by means of 
ap parently similar but actually fallacious spelling and 
derivations. 
Regarding the validity of such procedures, Thorndikel says 
0 The selection form of test .. . can be made to represent a 
very exacting standard, as when fine distinctions are 
required or temptations to error are introduced. " 
The directions to students taking the test were the 
same as for all tests of this type with perhap s t wo differences: 
1. There is no time limit; this is to test knowledge, not 
speed. 
2 . If you do not know the answer t o a word, do not hesitate 
to guess if you so desire; it will make no difference in 
your score whether you guess or not. 
Allowance for guessing was made in the scoring. In deter-
mining t he number of words actually known from a five-choice 
test, it is assumed that the number of words correctly marked 
will include those actually known plus 1/5 of the remaining 
items, which would be marked right by chance. Thus the actual 
number of errors must be multiplied by 1.25 to correct for 
1. Thorndike, E . L. Vocabularies of School Putils. (In Contri-
butions to Education, New York Society or the Experi-
mental Study of Education. Vol. I, p. 74. 1924). 
this chance correct marking. The method used in computing the 
estimated vocabulary was the same as that used by Kirkpatrick, 
Doran, Bonser , Gerlach, Brandenburg, Terman, Neher, Holley, 
and Cuff , multiplying the number of words on the test that the 
individual knew (the score) by number in the dictionary. 
number in the sample 
There are 992 words in the test sample of the 400,000 
words (according to the publisher ' s preface) in the dictionary; 
hence an individual's score must be multiplied by 403 to 
obtain the esti1nate of his vocabulary . 
The pupils who were to take the tests were, as has been 
stated before, the members of the ninth and tenth g r a des of 
the high schools at Burlington, Kansas a nd LeRoy, Kansas . The 
tests were taken during a three-week period in May, 193? . 
CHAPTER III 
DATA AND RESULTS 
All seven tests were scored according to t h e directions 
a ccompanying them. The scores are given in the appendix. 
The correlations of the tests with ea ch other, corrected 
by the Spearma n- Brown formula for full length (to show what 
the correla tions would be if 10,000 ca ses were us ed) 
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It was noted that Test 7 showed the highest averag e correla tion. 
The correlations of the tests with ea ch other r a ng e 
from . 172 (Test 1-Test 6) to . 917 (Test 5-Test 7). Most of t h e 
correlations are positive but show that t he relationship 
between t h e tests is not very great . 
As was stated i n the introduct ion, under scope, only 
every tenth s t udent took Test 7, making a total of 18 cases . 
The odd- even c orrelat ion of each test was computed separately 
for the 175 case s and for the 18 that composed Test 7. The 
results are shown in the following: 
TABLE III 
18 cases 175 cases 
Test 1 • 569 • 514 
Test 2 . 689 . 821 
Test 3 . 893 . 718 
Test 4 . 731 . 706 
Test 5 . 950 . 867 
Test 6 . 7 29 . 548 
Test 7 . 973 
Av. (for 6) • 760 • 696 
Av. (for?) . 791 
The reliabilities of most of the tests are not very 
high and do not agree with each other. However , there is an 
indication that there is a definite relation between the 
reliability for 175 cases and for 18 cases tevery tenth case) 
of each test . From this it is evident that there is a strong 
probability that the reliability of Test 7 would have been 
in the high 80 ' s for 175 cases . 
The scores on Test 7 ranged from 64 to 414 for an 
average of 238 . 83 . The estimates of vocabulary ranged from 
26,000 to 166 , 000 for an average of 94,502 . 
. - IB coses 
TABLE IV 
EST I MATED VOCABULARI "" S OF THE 18 CASES 
NAME SCORE ODD- EVEN RATIO 
EST I MATED 
VOCAB ULA.Jff 
Freshmen 
Maxine Breen 64 . 50 . 830 25 , 993 
Betty Heath 188 . 25 . 832 75,864 
Dorotha Knepp 186 . 75 . 837 75,260 
Clara Decker 179 . 75 . 992 72,519 
Mae Kepler 326 .50 . 855 131,579 
Roy Remy 153 . 7 5 . 847 61 , 961 
Marjorie Wilson 400 . 00 . 921 161, 200 
Loretta Decker 147 . 7 5 . 665 59,543 
Charlotte Robson 258 . 25 . 806 104,075 
Robert Weaver 224 . 00 . 8 70 90 , 272 
Harold Engle 175 . 25 • 774 71,834 
So-phomores 
Robert Bartlett 302 . 50 . 997 121,907 
Florence Haney 241. 25 . 994 97,223 
\Talter Snovelle 324 . 25 . 945 1 30 , 672 
.Marjorie Davi dson 191. 00 • 959 76 , 973 
Robert Ferguson 212. 25 . 681 85 , 536 
Frank li:Iiller 414 . 00 . 959 166,842 
Espi n French 227 . 7 5 • 950 91,783 
Average 234 . 48 . 8 7 3 94 ,50 2 
CH.APTER IV 
SUMMA.RY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The problem of whether or not a reliable estimate of a 
person's vocabulary could be made from existing tests came 
largely from the disagreement in past and present test. A 
selected g roup of 175 students on the ninth and tenth grade 
levels took six standardized tests and every tenth student 
took a seventh test constructed in .an attempt to get a more 
reliable estimate of a person 's vocabulary than can be 
s ecured by existing tests . According to the scores made by 
t his particular group , the tests were correlated with each 
other and individual ly , the odd scores against the even scores . 
Fr om the data available the first g eneral conclusion 
is that general recognition tests are not of great value. 
A. They dep end on the sampling method . 
(1) Different methods secure different results. (See 
Chapter I, Previous Vocabulary Studies) . 
(2 ) The larger the dictionary tha t is used as the base 
of the test, the larger will be the result. (See the 
table on page 7 and the graphs on pages 20 and 21. 
B. They do not agree with each other . 
(1) The results of tests of the same base do not always 
agree . (Bonser did not test beyond the eighth grade 
but his eighth grade result was 50% greater than 
that of Ki rkpatrick when both used 28,000-word 
dict ionaries) . 

(2) The c orrel ati ons between tests are low . (Average is 
onl y . 664 fo r t he seven tests tested in this study . ) 
C. Reliabi l ities are l ow. (The six tests used in this study 
averaged only . 696 and with the 18- case Test 7, . 735 . ) 
D. There is li tt l e authoritative information a s to the actual 
results obtained. Validity de pends on too many variant f ac -
tors . (See Seashore ' s list, page 1) nThere is not much evi-
dence availabl e for even hypotheses concerning the validity 
of the vari ous tests as instruments for measuring one's 
g rasp of the words of the English languag e . - Noel B. Cuff. 
The sec ond g eneral conclusion is that no reliable absolute 
estimate of a person 's vocabulary can be made from existing tests . 
A . The results of any test , including Test 7, are open to 
dispute on the ground of method . There are several scien-
tific methods; hence there could be no agreement on one . 
B. Different environment of subjects and different test con-
di tions cause different resul ts . 1 "Vocabularies of indi-
vi duals d i ffer ac cording to their habitat and according to 
t heir soc ial relationships . 11 2 
C. The number of words in the English language is so chang ing 
- t hat i t is impos sibl e t o keep up to date with a proved test . 
These c onclusions have their limitations . Vocabulary study 
is st ill so c omparat i vel y new that future extensive experiment 
may enable voc abularie s to be measured ac curately . Furthermore , 
t h e testing of today is larg ely of one ki nd , r ec ogniti on , and 
1 . Cunningham , Grac e Marie . A Study of t he Vocabular ie s of 
Six Hundred Hi gh Sch ool St udent s . Th esis , University of 
Col orado. 1937 . 
2 . Cla rke , W. F . Writing Voc abula ries. (In t he Elementary 
School Journal. Vol. 21 , p . 349 . January , 1921) . 
in the future we may have the accura te measurement of written 
and spoken , as well as recognition, vocabularies, and we may 
discover an accura te rel a tion between them. 
The conclusions of this study a re ba sed on only 175 
specific c a ses, whereas t h e same method applied to several 
thousand ca ses in different loc alities and under widely 
different conditions might produce entirely different results . 
Test 7, while showing an unusually high reliability and an 
unusually low probability of error, is worked out for only 
18 cases . The resulting estimate of vocabularity is not as 
h i gh as Seashore 's estimates for college students, rela tively, 
but three sp ecific differences i n method may account for the 
diff erence . 
(1) In selecting a list of words from a certa i n r egula rly 
occurring position in t he dictionary, the Seashore 
test re quired the knowledg e of the most common mean-
ing of the words found in those positi ons ; Test 7 
re quired the knowledge of t h e specific meanings 
found in those p ositions. This woul d of co urse lower 
the scores on Test 7. 
( 2) Test 7 sec ured its average estimated voc abul ary by 
checking each student on basic and deri ved words 
togethe r; each tota l was thus a rrived a t a t once and 
averag ed for the number of cases . The Seashore test 
secured its averag e estima ted vocabulary by first 
checking each student on ba sic words ; to t he average 
ntmiber of basic words known was added t he number of 
derived words known by an average student out of a 
11 small gr oup of upperclass students, 111 which small 
gr oup was ab ove the average ability of the entire 
testing group , thus tending to raise the resulting 
vocabul a ry estimate of t h a t group level. 
(3) The Seashore test allowed half credit for part 
knowl edge of derivative wor ds 2; Test 7 gave only 
whole credit or none, the reby lowe ring the estimate 
in comparison with the Seashore test . 
When these t h ree f ac t ors are t aken into consideration , it is 
quite possible tha t t h e Test 7 of t h is s tudy is in agreement 
with Seashore's test. 
The conclusions of t h i s study have two general values 
or applic a tions: 
(1) Tes t 7, a lthough too long for general use, may be used 
for grea ter accuracy in special cases . 
(2) Thi s s t udy , by confirming some previous studies and by 
being in conflict wi t h others , may open the way to 
more and new thought in vocabulary study . 
It is recommended 
(1) That t he res ults be c onf irmed by use in more cases, 
(2 ) That t h ey be cros s-checked by different methods . 
1. iuotation from Seashore, page 10 . 
2 . Ibid . , page 10. 
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APPENDIX 
COMPLETE SCORES MADE BY INDIVIDUALS IN TEST! G GROuP 
(Odd-even scores are given in parentheses followi ng the score) 
_A_ Test 1 
Freshmen, LeRoy 
Breen, Maxine 47(21- 26) 
Burr, jtarjorie 41(16- 25) 
Corley, Eugene 40(20-20) 
Cox, Doyle 42 (23-19) 
Draper, Dorothy 45(23-22) 
Dyer, Ruby 46(25-21) 
Exum , Harold 43(21-22) 
(Francis, Elton) 





Jones, Olen 4 5(23-22) 
eats, Beryl 73(40-33) 
Parmely, Billy 43(19-24) 
Test 2 
-t-S -r.$' 
42 (18- 23) 
48 ( 23-24) 
42(18-23) 
12( 4- 7) 
48 ( 22-25) 






24 (17- 7) 
27(15-12 ) 
34(21-1 3) 
18(14- 4 ) 
32(24- 8) 





44(13-30 ) 47(38- 9) 
75(35-39) 51( 29 - 2°) 
57(26-30) 35(18-17) 
Test 4 






46(24- 22 ) 
49(25- 24) 
43(27 -1 6) 
59(32- 27) 
42 (17- 25) 
91(44- 47) 
66( 32- 34) 
Varvel, Leonard 61(25-36) 68(33-34) 50(29-21) 87(46- 41) 
a lters, !adge 39(19-20) 
Williams, B. 45(23-22) 
Baker, Betty 43(22-21) 
Jones, Verla 59(26-33) 
Kirby, Lowell 29(13-16) 
Knepp , Dorotha 66(21-45) 
Lipsey, Richard 46(25-21) 
(Moore, Lloyd) 
Phipps, Helen 54(29-25) 




71 ( 32-38 ) 
56 ( 32-33) 
71 ( 32-38) 
50 ( 23-26) 




28 (1 8- 10) 
43(20- 23) 







51 ( 24- 27 ) 
76(38-38) 





COMPLETE SCORES MADE BY INDIVIDUALS IM TEST I NG GROUP 
(Qid-even scores are given in parentheses fol l owi ng t he scor e) 
NAME Test 5 Test 6 Test 7 
Freshmen. LeRor 
Breen, Maxine 35(18-17) 23(11-12 ) 64. 5 ( 29 . 25- 35 . 25) 
Burr , Marjorie 42 (25-1 '7 ) 18(12- 6) 
Cor ley, Eugene 44 ( 20- 24) 21(13- 8 ) 
Cox , Doyle 18(11- 7) 8 ( 2- 6) 
Draper, Dorothy 41( 21-20) 21( 9-12) 
Dyer, Ruby 35(23-12) 15( 7- 8) 
Ex um , Harold 49 (33-16) 17( 7-10 ) 
(Francis, Elton) 
25(13-12) Gwinn, Helen 48 ( 28-20) 
Hall, Lewis 42(24-18 ) 30(17-13 ) 
Heath, Betty 45(25-20) 19 (1 0- 9 ) 188. 25 ( 85. 5 - 102 . 75 ) 
Jones, Olen 25(13-1 2) 1 2(1 0- 2) 
Meats, Beryl 10 2 (57-45) 27 (1 3-14 ) 
Parmely, Billy · 36(17-19) 20(11- 9 ) 
Varvel, Leonard 79 ( 52- 27) 23(15- 8) 
Walters, Madge 38(19-19) 20 (11- 9 ) 
Williams, B. 40(27-13) 22 (11-11 ) 
Baker, Betty 41 ( 20- 21) 14( 9- 5 ) 
Jones, Verla 65(40- 25) 24(14-10 ) 
Kirby, Lowell 38(25-13 ) 28(1 2-16) 
Knepp I Dorotha 78(48-30) 20 (13- 7 ) 185.75( 84.5 -10 2. 25) 
Lipsey, Richard 39 ( 22-17) 9 ( 0- 9) 
(Moore, Lloyd) 
89(57-32) 18( 9) Phip-ps, Helen 9-
Q,uiggle, Helen 32(16-16) 20 ( 8-1 2 ) 
Test 1 
Rich, Nyla 45(20-25) 
Volland, Virgil 57(29-28) 













Wilkinson, E 49(25-24) 38(17-20) 36(22-14) 39(19-20) 






51 { 28-23) 
57 ( 31-26) 
57 ( 30-27) 
41(21-20) 
Fry, Romaine 52(25-27) 
Gray, Betty 53(27-26) 
Hammond, Dorothy34(13-21) 
Hammond, Harold 34(16-18) 
Helmer, Delbert 34(22-12) 
Kelly, Helen 58(29-29) 
Kepler, Mae 64(27-37) 
Koppenhaver,M 52(16-36) 
Lenze~inan, F. 44(22-22) 
McCormick, M. 47(21-26) 
McNish, Julia 66(33-33) 
Morris, Warren 42ll8-24) 
Paxson, Wilma 53(26-27) 
Pennington, V . 46(26-20) 
Pierce, Eugene 45l22-23) 









13 l 3- 9 ) 
78(43-34) 
79(36-42) 
67 l 28-38) 
55(20-34) 
63(29-33) 
76 ( 35-40) 
44 (18-25) 
53(24-28) 
43 ( 13-24) 
57(24-32) 
40(14-25) 
1 7 ( 12- 5) 
35(19-16) 






































NAME Test 5 Test 6 
Rich, Nylo 27(13-14) 20(10-10) 
Volla nd, Virgil 78(40-29) 23(16- 7) 
Walters, :Max 49(25-24) 16( 6-10) 
Wilkinson, E. 18(11- 7) 21(13- 9) 
24 tll-13) 
Test 7 
Wright, Melva 40(31- 9) 
Freshmen. Burlington 






59 ( 31-28) 
50 ( 30-20) 
69(36-33) 
27(13-14 ) 179.75 ( 8 9 .50- 90 . 25) 
22(12-10) 
Gray, Betty 62(38- 24) 
Hammond, Dorothy33(15-18) 
Hammond, Harold 26(16-10) 
Helmer, Delbert 27ll7-10) 
Kelly, Helen 64(35- 29) 
Kepler, Mae 87(46-41) 
Koppenhaver, M. 75(52-23) 
Lenzenman, F. 54(26-28 ) 
Mc Cormick, M. 54(33-21) 




7 ( 5- 2) 
22 (12-10) 
19 (1 1- 8) 




11( 8- 3 ) 
22(11-11) 
15( 8- ? ) 
Morris, Warren 44(25-19) 179 7-10) 
Pa x son, i ilma 31(21-10) 14( 7- 7) 
Pennington, V. 39(21-18) 17( 9- 8) 
Pierce, Eugene 28(16-12) 20lll- 9) 
Proctor, .Jack 28(16-12) 20( 9-11) 





Richards, Eldon 62(33-29) 
Ridpath, Dee 62(32-30) 
Ritchey, Ola 48 ( 27-21} 
Robinson, Louise38(22-16) 
Robohn, Charles 60(33-27) 
Robrahn, Edw. 55(27-28) 
Vincent, Fern 5ll29-22) 
~augh, James 49(24-25) 
Wilson, Eva 43(16-27) 
Wilson, Marjory 66(29-37) 
Winn, John 46l22-24) 
~ uerfele, M. 45(25-20) 
Yates, Corrine 47(18-29) 
Albert, Leo 42(20-22) 
Allen, Harold 51(22-29) 
Test 2 
67 ( 25-41) 
67 ( 29-37) 
76l35-40) 
64(25-38) 










5 ( 20-29) 
62(27-34) 
Baker, Eldon 52l27-25) 38ll6-21) 
Barricklow, W. 52l26-26J 58l20-37J 
Beall, Melvin 4lll9-22) 48(24-23) 
Chrisman, Neal 42ll9-23J 41(17-23) 
Decker , Loretta 54l27-27J 
Decker, Rita 37ll8-19J 
Dornes , 1tildred 45(24-21) 
Gillette, Helen 34(18-16) 
rtuyette , Wilbur 46(22-24) 
'ilJann, Kathryn 58(25-33) 




































55 ( 25-30) 
43(18-25) 
63(31-32 ) 
63 l 32-31) 
24ll6- 8) 60l36- 24J 
38l24-14J 68l42- 26J 
30ll7-13) 42l 2l- 21J 




9( 7- 2) 
25(12-13) 
36(21-15) 
5ll 25- 26J 





Test 5 Test 6 Test 7 
Renzy- , Roy 63l35- 28 ) 1 6 l 9 - 7 ) 153 . 75( 83 . 25- 70.50) 
Richards, El don 59l25-34) 17 ( 7- 10) 
Ri dpath, Dee 82 l 46- 36J 24tl0- 14) 
Ritchey, Ola 46l29- 17J 42ll7-25J 
Robinson,Louise 34 l l5- 19J 19l 9- 10) 
Robohn , Charles 67l33- 34) 26~13- 13) 
Robrahn, Edw . 88 t. 46- 42) 23(10-13) 
Vine ent, .1rnrn 59 l 31- 28) 27(12-15) 
Waugh , James 72l42- 30) 22l 9- 13) 
Wilson , Eva 7ll39 - 32) 1 2 l 3- 9) 
1:1/ils on, N..arjoryl2ll63- 58) 31(14- 17) 400 . 00ll91 . 75- 208 . 25J 
Winn, Joh n 46 l 26 - 20) 25(17- 8) 
Wuerfele, M. 43l28- 1 5 J 23ll3-10) 
Ya tes , Corrine 45l23- 22 ) 18lll- 7) 
Albert , Leo 27 (16- 11) 21( 7-14 ) 
Allen, Harold 49 l 23- 26) 24ll2- 1 2 ) 
Baker, Eldon 26l l 2- 14) 15t. 6- 9) 
Barricklow , w. 60 ( 33- 27) 19(10- 6) 
Beall, Melvin 48(33-15) 26(15-11) 
Chrisman, Neal 45 ( 24-21) 17( 8- 9) 
Decker , Lore t ta 54(25-:29) 7 ( 3- 4) 147 . 75( 59 . 00- 41. 25) 
Decker , Ri t a 42( 26- 16) 13(12- 1) 
Dornes , Mildred 47 ( 24- 23) 26 (1 2-14) 
Gillet t e, Hel en 23(12- 11) 9( 6- 3) 
Huy et te , Wilbur 42 ( 28- 14 ) 20( 8- 12) 
Mann , Kathryn 65 ( 37- 28) 22 (13- 9) 
Test l 
Martin, Billy 36(19-17) 
McCallon, Albert47(28-19) 
Phillips, Junior57l25-32) 




Schermerhorn , E .42(20- 22) 
Schlieter, Esthe51(22-28) 
Schneider,Jacob 38(19-19) 
T a l 1 ey , Marie 44 ( 20 - 24 ) 
Thimes, Carl 54(26-28) 
Thompson, L. 51(28-23) 
Toy, Calvin 50 l 23-27) 
Weaver, Robert 61(23-38) 
Webber , Ed 29(15-14) 
, 
~ illi ams,Louise 48(24-24) 
Benton, Floyd 34(17-17) 
Bruce, Robert 65(35-30) 
Clay, Cletis 43(21- 22) 
Dalby, Harry 41(24-17) 
Damron, Alton 47(23-24) 
Dawson, Ufa 29(17-12) 
DeLong, Archie 48(22-26) 
Engle, Harold 49(26 - 23) 







58 l 26-31) 














59 ( 27-31) 
69(28-40) 
37(17-19) 
53( 24- 28) 

















16( 9- 7) 
34(24-10) 
















63 ( 34-29) 









10( 4- 6 ) 









84 ( 42-42) 
NAME Test 5 
Martin, Billy 40(21-19) 
McCallon,Albert 35l23-12) 
Phillips, Junior77(48-29) 
Pilcher , Billy 48(25-23) 
Robson,Charlottl02(57-45) 
Russell, Harold 60(34-26) 
Seaman,Florence 74(44-30) 
Schermerhorn, E.42( 26-16) 
Schlicter,Esther50(22-28) 
Sch neider,Jacob 44(23-21) 
Talley , Marie 40(24-16) 




51 ( 30-21) 
56(32-24) 
Weaver, Robert 75(40-35) 
Webber, Ed 48(22-26) 
Williams, Lousie47(24-23) 
Benton, Floyd 45(26-19) 
Bruce, Robert 76l44-32) 
Clay, Cletis 49(24-25) 
Dalby , Harry 51(32-19) 
Damron, Alton 51(24-27) 
Dawson , Ufa 33(16-17) 
DeLong , Archie 60l32-28) 
Test 6 
23 ( 17 - 6) 
20(10-10) 
9 ( 5- 4) 
22(14- 8) 
24 ( 12-12) 
20 ( 7-13) 






18(10- 8 ) 
17 ( 9- 8) 
19(12- 7 ) 
20( 8-12) 
26 l 16-10) 
12( 4- 8) 
2ll 12- 9) 
14( 7- 7) 
13( 7- 6) 
17 ( 5-12) 
22(15- 7) 
22(13- 9) 
Engle, Harold 38(20-18) 13( 6- 7) 
Keith, Richard 61(39-22) 15lll- 4) 
Test 7 
258 . 25(115.25-143.00) 
224 . 00{104.25-119.75) 
178.25( 77.75-100,50) 
Test 1 
Kelley, Herbert 4ll21-20) 
Link, Tommy 46l23-23) 
Mahon, Max 59(31-38) 
1k Cuollough, G. 59(46-13) 
Niver, Glen 34tl5-19) 
Paxton, Chester 47(23-24 ) 
Proctor, Dorothy64l32-32) 
Reed, Norma 42l23-19) 
Sophomores, Burlington 
Bartlett, Bob 74l37-37) 
Blackwel l , Billy57l26-31) 
Cummings, M. 55(26-29) 
Decker, L. 36l22-14) 
Decker, Mary L. 36ll8-18) 
Dickason, F. 50l22-28) 
Gardner, ~uincy 44ll9-25J 
Graybeal, Doris 46 ( 23- -23) 
Guy, Betty 43(20-23) 
Hammond, Irene 40l20-20) 
Haney, Florence 45(2124) 
Harden, Hazel 55(29-26) 
Helmer , Shirley 50(26-24) 
Hogan, Marion 46l20-26) 
Hunt, George 46(22-24) 
Jones, Calvin 46(22-24) 
Test 2 







58 l 26-31) 
86l41-44) 
69l30-38) 
68l 3 5-37) 
40 l 20-19 J 
4lll8-22) 
63l32- .... 0 ) 
41 ( 2 2-18) 
58(25-32) 
53(23-29) 
49(2 2- 26) 
58(27-30) 
68 ( 20-47) 
58 ( 22-31) 




15l 8- 71 
30lll-19 ) 
26(1 3-13 ) 
25tl4-11J 




50t 27- 23 ) 
23 ll 5- 8 ) 
28 l 1 5-13 J 
29(17-12) 
28ll4-14J 
24 tl4-10 J 
35l 20-l5 ) 
l6l 9- 7) 
9 ( 7- 2 J 
32 ll8 - 14) 







5 3 (30- 23 ) 
60 l 29-31 J 
66 t 32- 34 J 
67 l36- 31 J 
38 (21-1 7) 
5 5l33- 22) 
87 (47-40) 
53 l3 2- 21 J 
1 01(55-46) 
102 l 49 - 53J 
72 (48- 24 ) 
27ll 6-11J 
4 4 t 26-18 J 
55 l 29 - 26) 
41 (18 - 23 ) 
51(22- 27 J 
3 6 ll7-19 ) 








Kelley, Her b ert 46(27-19) 
Link, TomII.iY 46(25-21) 
Mahon, Max 79(43-36) 
McCullough, G. 60(36-24) 
Niver, Glen 43(20 - 23) 
Paxson, Chester 48(28-20) 
Proctor, Dorothy83{42-41) 
Reed Norma 34(22-12) 
Sophomores , Burlington 
Bartlett , Bob 107(54-53) 
Blackwell, Billy70(41-29) 
Cummings, M. 66 ( 39-27) 
Decker, L. 31(17-14) 
Decker, Mary L . 31(15-16) 
Dickason, F . 46(17-29) 
Gardner, Quincy 26(14-12) 
Graybeal, Doris 46(28- 18 ) 
Guy, Betty 44(23-21) 
Hammond,Irene 34(15-19) 
Haney, Florence 52(27-25) 
Harden , Hazel 83(46-37) 
Helmer, Shirley 57(30-27) 
Hogan , Marion 54(29-25) 
Hunt, George 40(29-11) 
Jones , Cal vin 42(27-15~ 
Te s t 6 
1 6 (10- 6) 
20(11- 9) 
26(10-16) 
12( 8- 4) 
17( 6-11) 
18~10- 8) 
18( 9- 9) 
20 ( 9-11) 
28 ( 13-15) 
6 ( 4- 2) 
24( 9-15) 
11( 7- 4) 
37 ( 20-17) 
6 ( 4- ~ ) 
13( 8- 5) 
3 ( 1 - 2) 






16 ( 8- 8) 
15(10- 5) 
Test 7 







46 ( 25-21) 
57(27-30) 
59(36-23) 
44 ( 22- 22 ) 
Snovelle, Walter67l34-33) 
Stockwell , Hazel55(26-29 ) 
Strickland, E. 62(31-31) 
Talley , Lenora 34ll7-17) 
Wagner, Francis 55(26-29) 
Webb, Dale 60(27-33) 
Welsh, Billy 43(20-23) 
1illiams, Arthur47l21-26) 
Wuerf ele, B. 35 ( 29-16) 
Aigner , Mary 
Davidson, M. 
50l24-26) 
55 ( 28-27) 
Jamison, Walter 50(25-25) 
Kelley, Dale 49(22-27) 
Mc Murray , Billy 58 ( 21-37) 
Meairs, Martin 46(21-25) 
Novinger, c. 62(28-34) 
Phill ips, G. 41(19-22) 
Rainbolt, L. 44(19-25) 
Remer, Freda 56(34-22) 
Rice, Forrest 63(33-30) 
Robson , Margaret69l35-34) 














52 ( 23-38) 
70(30-39) 
60 ( 22- 7) 





66 ( 28-37) 



























38 l 27-11) 















56( 28 - 28) 
65(38-2?) 






72( 38 -34) 
90(46-44) 





87 ( 64-23) 
Test 5 
Mahon, Harold 57(30-27) 
Peterman, Lois 55(29-26) 
Robe, Glen 79(44-35) 
Sauder, Irene 4lt22-19) 
snovelle, ralter88(45-43) 
Stockwell, Hazel56(27 - 29) 
Strickland, E. 67(37-30) 
Talley, Lenora 39(21-18) 
Wagner, Francis 79(46-33) 
Webb, Dale 83(48-35) 
Welsh, Billy 38(21-17) 
Williams,Arthur 57(29-28) 
Wuerfele, Byumn 30(18-12) 
Aigner , Mary 58(34-24) 
Davidson, M. 3ll21-11) 
Jamison,Walter 62(33-29) 
Kelley, Dale 




Rainbolt , L. 







57 ( 36-21) 
Rice , Forrest 88(47-41) 
Robs on ,Margaret 110 ( 52-58) 
Schneider, M. 37(21-16) 
Test 6 
139 2-11) 
38 \ 22-16 ) 
32(21-11) 
16lll- 5) 
7 ( 4- 3) 
23 l 10 ·13) 
16( 7- 9) 
28 (12-16) 
17 l 9 - 8) 
19( 8-11) 
16( 9 - 7) 
16l 8- 8) 





4( 1- 3) 
38 l 16-22) 
24(13-11) 
20(11- 9) 






324. 25l l5?.50-166.?5) 
191.00( 93.50- 9? . 50) 
Test 1 
Sophomores , LeRoy 
F erguson, Rob 't 49l25-24) 
Fischer, Curtis 53l23-30) 
Hinkle, Ralph 50(22-28) 
Holloway, Roy 42ll7-25) 
Krueger, Violet 49(27-22) 
Killenburger, D. 54l27-27) 
Lankton,Florence42l23-19J 
McClanahan, D. 39(19-20) 
Mausely, Beulah 42(22-20) 
1lildred, Lenora 34(14-20) 
Tuliller , Frank 73(32-41) 
Peres , Oren 51(28- 33) 
Potter , Reba 53(27-26) 
( Snider , Dorothea) 
Wells, Everett 41(16-25) 
Wells, Paul 55(25-30) 
Worrell, Dallas 59(29- 30) 
Baker , DeVota 45l29-25) 
Burr , Adel ine 50(25-25) 
Cottingham, J . 37( 9-28) 
French, Espin 46(26-20) 
(Peres , Orvil ) 
Phipps , Marjory 51(24-27) 
Potter, Ruby 49ll2-37) 
(Strawder, Enola) 
Vial, Virginia 50(27-23) 
'.'lest , Robert 49(25-24) 


















56l 22 -33) 
62(31-30) 
68 ( 37-30) 
58 ( 23-34 J 
57 ( 28 - 28) 
61 ( 28 - 32 J 
59 ( 28-30 J 
59 l 27 -31 J 
49 ( 20-28) 
Test 3 
31(17-14) 





27ll8 - 9) 
37 l 21 - 16) 
32ll7-15J 









68 ( 37-31 J 
43tl3- 30) 
71(41-30) 




























Sophomores , LeRoy 
Ferguson, Rob ' t 63(36-27) 
Fischer, Curtis 50(26-24) 
Hinkle, Ralph 42(21-21) 
Holloway, Roy 50(32-18) 
Krueg er, Violet 50l27-23 J 
Killenburg er, D. 60(35-25) 
Lankton, Florence44(24-20) 
McClanaha n, D. 34(21-13) 
Mausely, Beulah 40(30-10) 
Mildred, Lenora 49( 22-27) 
Mi l l er, Frank 109(56- 53) 
Peres, Oren 23(10-13) 
Pot t er, Reba 49(15-34) 
(Snider, Dorothea) 
Wells, Everett 56l26-30) 
Wells, Paul 73(40-31) 
Worrell, Dallas 50(25-25) 
Baker, DeVota 34(21-13) 
Burr, Ad eline 56(30-26) 
Cottingham, J . 55l31-24) 
French , Espin 43(25-18) 
(Peres, Orvil) 
Phip p s, Marjory 53(34-19) 
Potter , Ruby 47l29-18) 
lStrawder , Enola) 
Vial, Virginia 52(26-26) 
West, Robert 43( 20-23) 
ffilkinson, Ruth 42 (22-20) 
Test 6 
20( 8 -12) 
21 ( 9-12) 
1? ( 8- 9) 
23 (18- 5) 
2llll-10) 
20(11- 9) 
14 ( 5- 9 ) 
25(15-10) 
25(15-1 0 ) 
14( 3-11) 
36 ( 21-15) 
24(11-13) 
16(11- 5 ) 
27( 20- 7) 
16(1 1- 5) 
21(11-10) 
17(11- 6) 
22(10-1 2 ) 
18(12- 6) 
23( 8-15) 
13( 5- 8) 
14 ( 8- 6 ) 
18 ( 9- 9) 
17 ( 8- 9) 
18(10- 8) 
Test 7 
212 . 25( 86 . 0 0-1 26. 25) 
414 . 00( 202.75- 211. 25 ) 
22? . 75(116.7 5-111. 00) 
TABLE V 
CORRELATIONS OF THE TESTS WITH EACH Ol'HER 
Test 1-2 -::. . 763:. . 021; Spearman-corrected score = .866 
Test 1-3 :. .505::.038; 1t = • 671 
Test 1-4 ;: .778:.02 ; II = . 875 
Test 1-5 = .751±.022; " = .858 
Test 1-6 : .094 t .051; II .: .17 2 
Test 1-7 = • 787 t . 061; 11 = .881 
Test 2-3 • 424 '!: • 042. 
' 
!I : • 595 
Test 2-4 :. .787 t.019; II :: • 881 
Test 2-5 ::I. • 209:: • 041; " := • 346 
Test 2-6 .::. .816 ! .017; tt ::. .899 
Test 2-7 ::. .705 t .082; II : .827 
Test 3-4 ::. .470 "± .039; " = .639 
Test 3-5 = • 454 t . 04 II = .624 ' 
Test 3-6 = • 308 . 046; II r:. . 471 
Test 3-7 ;::. .773± .064; It :: .872 
Test 4-5 = .787-t..019; fl .: . 881 
Test 4-6 .. .180 ±. 049; " .:. • 305 
Test 4-7 : • 7 25 '! . 07 5; " .:: .841 
Tes t 5-6 = .113!.05; II = • 203 
Test 5-7 = . 846:: . 045; " =- .917 










unc ,orrected Spearman-corrected 
18 cases 175 eases 18 cases 175 cases 
• 398 t.134 • 346r. 045 • 569 .514 
. 526'!: . 115 .697!.026 • 689 . 821 
• 807-t . 055 • 560:'. 035 .89 3 . 718 
• 576~. l 76 . 546!. 036 • 731 • 7 06 
. 905'!: . 029 • ? 65!. 021 . 950 . 867 
. 574-t . 107 • 378.!. 044 . 729 .548 
. 947:!' . 016 . 973 
The formula for determining the Probable Error: 
p E :- t.?11-.s(1-r
1 ) 
)IN 
(r should be four times the PE to be reliable) 
EFGLISH R,.~COGNITION VOCABULARY TEST 
Each word in the list has five possible answers. Place 
in the parentheses to the left the number of the answer that 
most nearly corresponds in meaning to the given word. For 
example, this sample line would be marked as follows: 
(3) race. entertain, interpolate, run, attempt, devour 
If you do not know the correct meaning for any item, do not 
hesitate to GUESS which is the most probable one. Do not omit 





1. abat -voix. 
2. ablepsia . 
3 . absolute. 
4 . Acacian. 



















I ll5. afoul. 16. age . 17. agogics. 








I ) 23. alley, )24. allyl. )25 . Al-pinism. 
( ) 26 
( ) 27 . 
( ) 28 . 
( 
( 











) 32. anatomize. 
sounding board, blackfish, peanut, loudly, 
death 
death, deafness, blindness, age, scurvey 
paste, prepared, tinged, learned, complete 
religion, academy, flycatcher, genius, 
of Acacius 
murder, destruction, mishap, adventure, 
anger 
familiarize, unity, custom, peace, attain 
fish, egg, plant, bacteria, engine 
acher, field, plant, measure, yield 
quickness, agility, vigor, exist, deed 
compass, body, snake, speech, fern 
fish, plant, helper, person, dog 
accepting, adopter, annex, adventure, peace 
pleasure, annul, boil, attention, subscribe 
disease, study, attention, treatment, 
figures 
swift, wicked, tangled, fear , ·fowl 
period, soc ety, agent, class, ·limit 
optics, marketplace, too smart, musical 
stress, in unison 
aimed, refreshed, beloved, spaced, a tt a ck 
negro, suitcase, station, porter, co~or 
ship, island, mountain, lea ves, hurricane 
mountain, river, isla nd, plum, fish 
cop-and-robber, blind-your-eyes, wing-
footed, black-sheep, peanuts 
hail, passage, building, row, block 
division, radical, soap, alloy, water 
mountain-climbing, truism, theor~ 
skating, philosophy 
voice, gum pits, spine, rubber, clay 
cartilag e, amber, yellow, peace, amen 
white oak, post oak, cotton oak, acorn , 
black oak 
amoebic, dysentery, amnion, amniac, amoeba 
noise, voltage, ratio, enlargement, 
maximum 
diseased, mystical, analgesic, posterior, 
satiety 






33 . androseme. fish, herb, flower, blessing, enerey 
vault rib, spine rib, bone, strip, ridge 
dog, cat, rat, bat, fish 
34 . a ngle r ib. 
35 . animalivora . 
36 . Annularia . fish, plant, animal, fat, bone 
lobby , bone, legion , polar, cold 
coallike, resemblance, prehistoric, 
37 . antarctic . 
38 . anthraxolite . 
)39 . antilogic . 
)40 . antrum. 
philosophy, religious 
contradiction, behind, fear, fallacy, 
speech 
rectum, anxiety, cavity, pupae, ant 
analogy, plutology, philology, 
physiology, psychology 
)41 . aphnology . 
)42 . 
)43 . 
l44 . 45 . 
46 . 
)47 . 
l48 . 49 . 








apology, dismissal , speciman, distance, 
wet 
manner, account, destiny, contract, 
contrast 
apprehensive . daring, fearful, confidence, sadness, mild 
Aquilid . meter, molecule, meteor, Roman, a quit 
Arcadia . district, mountain, lake, river, sea 
archy . scorched, arched, arctic , arcus, area 
argoti c. diseased , ruffled , slangey, argon, argo 
armed tapeworm . tallow, s pecies, armor, pest, tape 
arrayal . plight, array, betrayal , decision, a rrange 
artful . ply , fly, sly, dry, sky 
as such, which , same, with, like 
Ashton, Lucy . heroine, suffragette, politician 
assassinous . 
seamstress, prohibitionist 
sadist, optimist, pessimist, murderous, 
heinous 
associative law. a term in medicine, law, mathematics, 
physics, chemistry 
astrodiagnosis .disectio , terrestrial, horoscopy, 
astronomy, astrion 
Athens of the 
North. 
( )58 . attacco. 
( )59 . Auburn system. 
London, Moscow , Winnepeg, Edinburgh, Nome 
tobacco, attar, attack, attempt, attain 




)60 . aureus . 
)61 . authority . 
analogy 
cloud, coin, weight, acid, opening 
democracy, author, power, portion, outside 
)62 . autoxidize . auxiliary, available, gaseous advert, 
)63 . 
)64 . 











dog, bird, peanut, cow, advocate 
projection . showing one, two, three, four, five faces 
babouche . baboon , slipper, dress, negro, dog 
backs and fractures crossing each other at steep, 
cutters. vertical, right, obtuse, straight angles 
bagatine. bag, time, beget, coin, cutter 
balancing flap . beam , tire flap, balagan, aileron, balance 
ballotage . bomb, balance , ballast , ballot, balsam 
banderilla . bandy, dart, bandage, canoe, bandit 
bantered. jested, feasted, jointed, hurt , barbed 
barbone. bone, fish, coin, hill, dog 
( ) 7 3. 
( ) 7 4 . 
barometer gauge . manometer, hydrometer, speedometer, 
pedometer, hygrometer 
basaltoid . uniform, multiform, basaltiform, 
basanite, baseball 




)76 . Bathonian. Triassic, Cretaceous, Jurassic, Permian, 
Cambrian 
)77. battle position . position for charge, retreat, defense, 
billet, taps 
?8 . bead slick . slime, beads, tool, beak, ray 
79. beastbane . mountain, river, animal, plant, bird 
80 . bedash. rash, flash, splash, mash , hash 
81 . Beggar-my- game of running, pool, dice, swimming, 
neighbor . cards 
)82. bella donnalily". root ·, bulb, seed, fern, slip 
)83. benchwinder. benchworker, presser, benchkey, 
)84 . benzolate . 
stemwinder, monkeywrench 
to treat with benzyl, benzoate, acid, 
benzol, oxydol 
)85 . besides . with , beset, among, moreover, to 
)86 . bevel g earing . bevel gauge, bevel edge, spiral bevel 
gear, miter gear, bevel gear 
sticker, flighty, disagreeable, quarrel, ) 8 7 • bicker . 
pouty 
88 . bilby . bird, fowl, coon, coo, kangaroo 
89. binder . rope, bandox, knife , splinter, finder 
90 . bird nest . feather, peanut, pudding , animal , speech 
91 . bite . smirk, eat, devour, swallow, chew 
92 . blackcap . fox, fish, bird, snake, hen 
93 . black snakeweed . milkweed, chokeweed, driftweed, ginger, 
humus 
( )94 . blastie . blasted, swearing, dwarf, enemy, pieces 
t 
)95. blind . see, piece, fresh, ask, cover 
}96 . blond. peach, dark, wrinkled, light, easy 
)97. blowed . surprised, held, enjoined, winded, blown 
( )q8. blue-spotted bluegill, moonfish, basking sh ark , 
sunfish. green sunfish, cobbler fish 
)99 . Bobbin and Joan . game, plant , bird, twins, children 
)100 . boiler . chicken, run-over, kettle, angry, steam 
)101 . Bonaparte's bird's head, mountain , valley, plant, 
crown germ 
)102 . book card . p laying card, time card, record card, 
membership card, compass card 
)103 . border terrier. a dog of Spanish, French, Russian, 
)104 . Botein. 
)105 . Bouquet de 
Fl ore . 
( )106 . box house . 
( )107 . Bra.manda . 
( ) 108 . brantail. 
English, German breed 
protein, metal, star, god, villain 
bouquet, perfume, herb, flower, book 
a house that is square, rectangular, 
oblong, raised, sunken 
play, poem, heaven, world, leader 
fish, animal, bird, metal, plant 
)109.break . 
)110.bretesse . 
shout, throw, piece, meal, crack 
enjoined, broken, fired, embattled, 
forsaken 
112.broa ch. piece, introduce, bug, berry, hasten llll.brier bamboo . bush, tree, vine, herb , fl~ver 113 . brontephobia. paralysis, disease, fear, luck, color 114 .bruise. cut, batter , tear, smirch, grunt 
( )115.bucket . tub, basket , pail, box, sack 
( )116 . Buginese. race , language, religion, sect , type 
( lll7 . bullion balance.pole , accounting, gold, scale, print 
( 118 . bunt glut . overeating, hit, canvas, tar, plant 
( 119 . burner-off . gas mantle, wick, fireman, mantle-
I )120 . busked. ) 121 . but ton . )122. caaing whale . 
worker, fire 
beaten, corseted, armed , ready , pieced 
fat, hole, pierce, fasten, employ 
sperm whale. cuttlefish, blackf ish, 
white whale, shark 
{ )123.cacofogo . leprosy, white, cargo, captain, boaster 
( )124 . caique . casque , jar, rowboat , grape, fish 
( )125.Caledonian deformation, card table, cloth , collapse, 
folding . injunction 
( )126.callable . friendly, sober-faced, to call, special, 
on demand 
( )127 . camarlingo . language, peace . fish, cardinal, race 
( )128 . camphoric acid . blue, vaporic, crystallizable, red, acetic 
! ll29 . Candida . battle, snake, soldier, play, fish 130 . canon. coin, fist, law, despot, play 131 . capableness. blamelessness, guilt, firmness, strength, 
)132 . ca:ponize . 
( )133 . caratch. 
( ) 134 . cardinal . 
)135. Carmelite. 
)136 . carposporic . 
) 137. carvacryl. 
ll38 . Cassia . 139 . casualty . 140 . catechise . 141. cattle . 
ability 
seize, revolutionize, decapitate, castrate, 
hasten 
rattrap, frog , peace, tribute, agent 
fishing bird, red bird, song bird, 
swamp bird, desert bird 
bug, language, friar, flower, carp 
zygosporic, sporophyte, sporidium, 
sporeling, sporogenic 
berry, germ, chemical, flower, poison 
flower, Greek god, dog, battle, herb 
phrase, war , ignorance, accident, delicacy 
cheese, tombs, pit, instruction, block 
sucker, bovine, catlocks, obstreperous, 
caucho 
)142 . Cavendish lead . bridge, whist, pinochle, poker, cribbage 
)143.cell . protozoa, membrane, secretion, protoplasm, 
)144 . center . 
l 1
145 . Cephalodiscus . 
146 . certain . 
147 .chain . 
148 .chambranle . 
doctrine 
conc·entrate, course, suspend, poise, 
gravity 
zooid, genus, scarp, Cygnus, cereal 
formal , precise, resolve, space, inscribe 
displace, support, secure, actuate, loose 
re~tile, crosscut, champaign, decoration, 
ice 
( )149 .channel plate . drydock, rivet, deckport, chain, stern 
)150 . Char g e of the 
Light Brigade . st ory , essay, poem, treatise, epic 
( )151 . chat t el i ze . cap i talize, chapel, plunder, enslave, ruin 
( )152 . cheerl eader . sheepherder, checkerplayer, toaster, 
speechmak:er , yell leader 
( )153 . chervonets . chess, tees, epaulets, weight, coin 
( )154 . chief sheriff, justice of the peace, traffic cop, 
constable . c ounty policeman, probate judge 
( )155 . chine. sponge , cask, fabric, wax, slipper 
( )156 . chitosami ne . glucosamine, formamide, hydrolosis, 
crystalline, chloralum 
l ll57 . choleate . choc olate, sweetmeat, pepper, salt, mustard 158 . chott . river , tree, l ake , plain, swamp 159.chromophorous . pertaining to colored seeds, mercury 
column, group organisms, portable 
)160 . church . 
( )161 . cinchonology . 
( )162 . circumambages . 
)163 . citrus . 
)164 . clannishly . 
)165 . claw. 
)166 . Clematis . 
)167.clinometric . 
)168 . close port . 
ll6'J . clutch . 1'70 . cob . 171 . cockney . 
)172 . coenobe . 
)173 . coin . 
)174 . collation. 
time-keeper, dye-atoms 
parsonage, Epworth League, baptism, 
parish, chapel 
therapeutics, pharyngology, ellipsoidal , 
eliquation, engraphia 
circumflexes, circumcinctures, circum-
centers, circumlocutions, circumcones 
acid, worm, seed, fruit, vegetable 
cliquishly, hatefully, clamorously, 
finnically, sorrowfully 
foot, hand, scratch, clean, clear 
tree bush, vine, branch, veget able 
pertaining to cloistered arch, clod-
smasher, clock spring, clipping bureau, 
oblique angles 
portable, port wine, port authority, 
river port , , art-house 
cluck, clinch, clan, clear, coax 
spice, mast, rod, hazel, chief 
South Sea islander, rapid speaker, tongue 
twister, London East-ender, poultry 
raiser 
cenoby, coenosite, coenotrope, coenotype, 
coenurus 
gold, sheath , genus, teliospore, money 
approval, potential, similarity, 
c omparison, unrelated 
)175 . colonial beech. fern beech , beech agaric, beech cheery , 
)176 . coltskin. 
)177 . comb-shaped . 
) 1 7 8 . c ommand . 
) 179 . c ommom. 
)180 . companionable . 
)181. compl a in. 
European beech, Queensland beech 
mink, rubber, leather, pigment, corpuscle 
obstinate, pectinate, fortunate, 
magistrate, comendite 
obey , order, attention, remark, gossip 
special , define, ordinary, message, logic 
organized , nor mal, standard, consist, 
agreeable 
plane together, expr ess, admire, command 
l ament 
)182 .comp oundable. aggregate,,compl ex , aut omatic , clustered 
discovered 
)183 . concealed asset.converted horn, buri ed treasure, hidden 
val ue, ass embled tr oop, c oncerted schemes 
)18 4 .concrete. specific, asset, concurrent, condemn, 
forfeit 
)185 . conductor head.engine head, overhead, bumper head, 
leader head, head-jumper 
)186.conflagrant. hurried, flagrant, buying, grazing , blazing 
)1R7.conidophorous . watery looking , spidery, conimeme, 
hss . conquian . 
spore-bearing, conoidal 
amphibian, heavenly, cards, reddish, 
consensus 
)189.consolatrix. radio, consolidator, comforter, 
constrictor, scalor-matrix 
)190 . constructivist . advocate of tall buildings, synthesis , 





ll94 . cook . 195.couper . 196 . cordage . 
many buildings 
debatable, abatable, contiguous, 
beneficient, manageable 
transitive rule, dotted rule , single rule, 
patternmakers rule, dressmakers rule 
pertaining to obsolete meeting, 
secret worship, conventional des i gn , 
short communion , familiar colloquy 
fondle, stew, moderate, torrid, henchman 
alloy, bronze, metal, brazier, foil 
packing boxes, strings, ropes, roughage, 
twist 
)197 . corner chair . a chair wi t h a strai ght, short, curved, 
( )198 . corporeal 
quantity . 
( ) 19 9 . c or ti cal. 
) 200 . cot eful. 
) 201 . c OU..YlC il or . 
square, coronation back 
frugal quanti ty, spacial quantity, ample 
quantity, numerical quantity , death 
perta i ning to spinal curvature, 
cortica l e , c ortex , convex , corvee 
hateful , sp nils, energetic, wine-bearing, 
full-grown 
deviser, advisor, premier, minister , 
provider 
)202 . Count of Saxon-shore, Rousi l lon, Count Robert, 
Monte Cristo . Wilfred Honte, Edmund Dante 
)203 . Court of u . s . co~rt of Appeals , ~nglish Court of 
Justiciary . Justice, Scotch Criminal Court, French 
Court de Justice 
) 204 . cov~vheat . yellowwheat, weed , fl Jwer, vine,rustwheat 
)205 . crane . crank, fisher, crib, hoist , joist 
)206 . creashaks. bearberry , julip, creos ote, loganberry, 
) 207 . crescendo. 
)208 .crinoidean . 
blackberry 
descend ing , decreasing , increasing, 
processing , quietly 
geological, chemical, crimping iron, 
sea plant, thrashing machine 
( ) 209 . Crookes space. dark space, vacuum tub e , molecular action, 
air pressure, mercury 
( )210 .crosswalk . jaywalk, intersection, traffic rule, 
footpath, crosspatch 
( )211 .cruel and unus - solitary confinement , bread and vate r, 
ual punisbmen~ beating , ball a nd chain, hard labor 
)212 . crystal . translucent, transparent, quartz, diamond, 
particle 
beat, chide, slap, smear, sport )213 .cuff . 
)214.cup. 
) 215. curr,,nt auhid. 
) 216. custom. 
vessel, saucer, plate , engine, amor 
flower, flea, tick, lo.use, mite 
( ) 217.cyanamide . 
( )218.cylindrical 
rotor. 
clothes, enjoyment, admission, reduction, 
usage 
double, rodent, sugar , compound, petrified 
alternator , generator , dynamo, 
transformer, piston 
( )219.cytoplast . a part of protoplasm, spermatazoa, 
dactyl, forecast, manganese 
)220 .dagger. 
) 221.damper action. 
)222 . dark . 
spade, hammer, weapon , hoe, rake 
rhythmic action, dance action, stave 
action, piano action, delayed action 
damp , stone, night, silence, employ 
t )223.Davalla . 
( ) 224. dead rent. 
flower, fern , tree bush, vine 
overdue rent, fixed rent, high rent, 
l l22 5.debruise. 226 . deck . 227. decuple . 
cancelled rent, no rent 
delay , deny, surrender, smash, flee 
defray, allay, array , decide , employ 
to multiply_by three, five, ten, 
twenty, fifty ( l 228 . def end. ( 229 . degree . 
( 230.delinquency. 
deploy, deafen, deflex 1 pr9tect, remove degraae, raise, rank, ueprive, wea ther 
measurement, misdeed, modesty, 
( ) 231. demi ssi ve. 
)232 . denouement . 
( )233.deplumate. 
)234 . derivativ~ 
right. 
)235 . design . 
) 236. det enu. 
considerate, weakness 
humbling, ap~earing, converting, 
displaying, deducting 
raising, results, equality, conclusion, 
indication 
devolved , deployed, unrivaled, 
unraveled , unfeathered 
legal right, sometimes right, acquired 
right, alternative right, natural right 
destroy, detail, limit, plane, 9lan 
animal, microbe, witness, prisoner, 
carrier 
237 . devil . machine, mammoth , science, fiend, piety 
238 . Dhyani Buddha. flower, plant, Jesus, god, ghost 
239 . diamond edition.paper, leather, bo ok, seed, tone 
240 . dice-top . teetotum, gambling, seven-up, tenth, deplate 
241 . diesel ization. motorization, admiration, polarization, 
transformation, operation 
)242 . digastri c lobe.stomach muscle, brain muscle , heart muscle, 
foot muscle, thigh muscle 
)243 . dimension. structure, dingle, me a surement , striking, 
convent ion 
disease, beauty, cantharus, submerging , )244.diorthosis. 
restorat i on 
)245 .direct. mammoth, stat e, straight, dirty, sheets 
)246 .disappear ance. plung ing, losing, placating, vanishing, 
weaning 
( )247 . discommune. discover, descent, exclude, d~duct, exclaim 
( )248.disestablish- disagreement, disendowment, repugnance, 
ment . sque emish , discouragement 
)249 .dismoded . 
)250.disqui et . 
)251.dist i nct . 
( ) 252. di val ant . 
( 253.d o. 
( 254,dogberry. 
( 255 . dolphinet . 
\ 256.doorbell . 
l 257 . double . 
)258 . doubtfully . 
)259 . drabi . 
l260 . draper . 261.drench. 262 . driving . 
)263 . drum. 
) 264 . dubi tati ve . 
)265 . dumka . 
disagreed. displaced, disparaged, 
disorder, disputed 
dispute. debate, enjoy, damage, disturb 
identical, distraught, anxiety, coerce, 
separate 
bivalent, diverse, entire, ditone, ditty 
deface, achieve, note , equip, repair 
fruit, plant, vine, flower, disea se 
fishnet, fairy, fish, fantasy, prince 
doorknob, post, bell, string, fish 
many, more, doubt, biplane, t wice 
manfully, suitable, assuredly, question-
ably, certainly 
rabbi, driver, hobo, waiter, Hindu 
clothing , tail, machine. extract, educe 
wrench, wench, draught . souse, indulge 
considering. impelling. perpendicular, 
sustaining , idleness . 
request, drill,beat, combine, offer 
free, doubtful, extent, exposed, understood 
dumpcart, Russian congress, drink, 
lament, dye 
( 266 . Durchlaucht . Majesty, Reverend, Highness, Doctor, Sir 
( 267 . dye . die, faint, fall, stain, rub 
( 268.ea. palsy, river, desire, only, each 
l 269.earthly cobalt.asboite, worm, ebano, eau, race 
t )270 . ecclesiastics . heavenly duties, whaling trips, church 
) 2?1. ect osarc . 
duties, eccentricities, pace-makers 
ectosphere, ectoplasm, ectostosis, 
ectropion, ectosome 
I )272 . effect . execute, t ry , injure, combat, speed )273 . Egyptianuppers. floods, st reams, cotton, rubber, people )274 . elatery . joyful, promisary, elasticity, 
appreciative, sorrowful 
)275.electromagnet . electric magnet, supermagnet, dynamic 
magnet, selective magnet, despoiled 
magnet 
)276 . eleuthera bark . caschrom , cascara, cascarilla, cytostone, 
haemozoon 
wherefore, therefore. othe rwhere, 
otherwhile, otherwise 
)278 . embryocardia . embryo disease, foot disease, nerve 
condition, heart condition, cardinalate 
)2?7 . elseways . 
pertaining to a palace. emporer, drug-
store, marketplace, financial center 
l )280 . encounter. encompass, wash, cut, comment, combat 
, )281 . endothrix. echelon, matrix, labyrinth, furfural, fungi 
t )282. English mutton.mutton-fish, mutton chop , Pickwick mutton , 
Southdown mutton, new mutton 
( )283 . ensearch . search, surround, envisage, determine. 
)279.emporial . 
ad.mi t 
( )284.entrance . entreat, entry, essential, interval, 
ingress 
elysium , genuine, salt-bed, refrain, 
doctrine 
)285 . ephynnium. 
) 286. epipl oon. 
)287 . equatorial . 
)288.erased . 
) 289 . erst. 
)290 . esophageal 
plexus . 
l291 . estray . 292 .Etruscan. 293 . Eupterotidae. 
) 294 .even on . 
) 295 . examplar . 
)296 . excresce . 
fish , hyperbole , omentum, lo on, bishop 
equilateral, germicidal, tropical, 
freedom, emu 
neurotic, condoned, effaced, embraced, 
tight 
Russian mile,fan,first,substance,redness 
gullet plexus, stomach plexus, solar plex-
us, brachial plexus, plexus :ieyentericus 
astray, erelong, whither, destroy, encircle 
fossil, negroid, race , Malay, Mongolian 
fossil, worm, moth, spider, antennae 
evening, day, continuously, rapidly, 
contiguously 
exemplary , excel lent, exquis ite, instance, 
duplicate 
transgression, excursion, fold up, 
curved point, grow out 
)297 . exigi facias. exigent, made out, desist, designate,corvex 
)298.experience . environment, purify, undergo, advance, 
)299 . ex quay . 
specialize 
former dock, try out, freed before, 
free out of, refrain from 
)300.extra lattens . metal sheets thicker than one inch, 1/2 in., 
thinner than 1/32, 1/64, 1/128 inch 
)301.fa. from, fie, not, note, nut 
)302.factory system. a system of engraving, preaching, 
matching, manufacturing, refining 
(
1 
) 303 . fai t nouveau . passion-bound ., impinged rights, newly-
)304 . false 
personation. 
)305 . fantasia . 
l306 . fash . 307 . faught . 308 . feather 
geranium. 
)309 . fein . 
) 310 . Fenian . 
) 311. f errotype . 
)312 . fewness . 
)313 . field day . 
)314 . filanders . 
)315 . fin . 
)316 . finkel . 
)317 . firm. 
)318 . fistula. 
disc overed/ hidden cloak, made over 
impersonation, poor disguise, illegal 
representation, understudy, false 
personification 
f an dance, globulary, fancy, fantastical, 
fan vaulting 
splash, fe i~n , gold, trouble, hurry 
fight, fault, faugh, faucial, empire 
feather, fossil, plant, vine, perfume 
rob, Ireland, vein, pretend, dare 
policeman, sulphur,. tobacco, thieves, 
soldiers 
print, produce, impregnate,burnish,rule 
hollowness; slenderness, feverish, 
smallness, handsome 
daisy day, important meeting, directors' 
meeting, athletic meeting, set mee ting 
flounders, filing, philandering, 
scurvey, disease 
five , fun-loving, fossil-organ, cow-
organ, fish-organ 
furrow, fry, fish, fennel, fi que 
high, new, designed, upkeep, fixed 
small fist, epilepsey, apoplexy, 
adaptation, passage 
)319 . flagrante 
deli ct o. 
? 
)320 . flat . 
)321. ~leming valve. 
( )322. Flite, Mi ss. 
( ) 3 03 . Fl orimel. 
( )324 . flunnnery . 




~330 . former. 
331. f ossick . 
I ~332 .four way cock. 333 . frangula. )334.freemartin. 
( )335 . freshwater . 
I l336.frith. 3?7 . fru?tose. 308 . fuligo . 
( )339 . funest . 
( ~340 . Fusicladtum. 
l 341. gain . 
l342. gallinule. 
343 . ganch. 
344 . garlandage . 
~345 . gastropore. 
346 . Gazathite. 
l34? . general. 
348 . gentile. 
349 . geop onic s . 
)350 . gesticulative. 
351. gid. 
352 . giraffe . 
353 . Glagol . 
354 . gloaming. 
)355 . gluepot . 
( ~356 . g o. 
( 357 . going . 
( ) 358 . goliardy . 
) 359 . gooseboy . 
flagging down, in little pieces, acute 
pleasure, in the very act, steady gl~~ 
very, bevel, revole, dart, level 
intake, spore, flick, diode, cut 
a character from Walpole, Austin, 
Shakespeare, Dickens, Browning 
a character in Chaucer, Spenser, Kipling , 
Hardy , Masefield 
skulldoggery, mummery , fossil, food ,flavor 
iron, foil, bracket, machine, lever 
indulge, succeed, foment, handle, devour 
photo, brightness, connection, 
correspondent , forbid 
motor, convict, near, kill, e qui ty 
fish-frying, foreword, fore stick, 
containing trees, employing power 
preserve , foment, hatch, develop, earlier 
fossil, sick, care, search, devour 
chicken, cockeral, trigger, valve, tire 
poison , cold, steam, tree, enemy 
bird , mason, child, calf, wolf 
water that is clean, d irty, rough , 
unsalty , quiet 
hard, scaley, mountain, peace, enjoy 
acid , rock, sugar, salt, smelly 
rock, occasion, speech, soot, envoy 
funniest, fire , fatal, funnel, futal 
parasite, fungi, futwa, fustin, opus 
action, wonderful, important, again, 
acquire 
metal, swamp , stone, bird, suspender 
fork, hook , ride, fling, execute 
garbage, enjoyment, piece, decora tion, 
medal 
pore, stomache, pedal , stamen, hybrid 
inhabitant of Ghaza , moth, herb, 
vegetable, flower 
special, interrogate, chief, any, moth 
gentle, Persian, Christian, Jew, orthadox 
eugenics, phonics, geography, husbandry, 
peace 
digestive, speculative, ges tural, 
sportive, gestative 
disease, dizzy, faint, horse, fossil 
laugh, girasole, ant eater, animal, last 
country, fish, alphabet, horse, river 
foaming, shining, dim, dusk, rich 
hotspot, gluecall, glueplant, 
teakettle, utensil 
glue, g rant, piece, energy, spar 
intention, obtained, moving, speaking ,now 
treachery , falseness, richness, beauty, 
minstrelsy 




)362. grandma . 




)366 . green sand. 
traitor, epicure, rake, spoon, cup 
rake , enter, join, grade, see 
grand view, great place, ruler, governor, 
grandmother 
flower, green , foliage, balsam, herb 
impervious, spurious, cankerous, 
dubious, serious 
spear owl > larg e beaked owl, scaley owl , 
big eared owl, big eyed owl 
colorless sand, new sand, white sand, 
greisen sand, siliceous sand 
)367 . grindle . valley, rake, hoe, diggings, ditch 
)368.ground cypress . pink cypress, lavender cotton, laurel 
)369 . Gryphaea. 
)370 . guff aw . 
) 371. gummose . 
)372 .gymnastic s . 
l373 .habitational. 374 . hail. 375 .halfpac ed . 
) 3 7 6 . haml et . 
) 377 . hand mill. 
)378 . harass . 
)379 .·harmonic . 
)380 . Hasidism. 
green, moor grass, lava cone 
plant, bug, tree, flower, fossil 
guffer, basket, laugh, splice, gufflin 
g ummosis, gwn.nw , gum nzy-rrh, gumphiom , 
gwn plant 
gymnasts, gymnasium, exorcise, exercise, 
exorcism 
habitat, habitant, inhabit, habit,decimal 
speech, water, ice, down, greeting 
a stairway that · is short-step ped, 
is narrow, is protected, has overhanging 
steps has a landing . Shakespearean cliaracter, prince, house, 
s·mall sandwich, village 
small coin, hand rake , hard rock, 
grinding mill, handbill 
morass , surround, buggy, whip, tire 
rhythm, undertone, overtone , 
double tone , pause 
Mohannnedan belief, Russian doctrine, 
Japanese death pledg e, Jewish sect, 
Polish race 
)381 . havoc. marshall, waster, waste, result, harm 
)382 . h eading bond . pertaining to paper, lumber, masonry, 
roofing, insurance 
l )383 . heat . raise, incur , inflame, bound, indent )384 . heder . hat, mountain, river, school, bond )385 . Heliconius. bat , fish, bird, butterfly, rn oth 
( )38 6.hemap ophysis . disease, rarity, weaknes s , skin, bone 
)387 . hemp . bird , stitch, hen, fiber, rock 
( )388 . Herculean knot.a knot that is tight, unusual, 
intrica te, many-fibered, ragged 
)389 . herp etic. fanciful, spreading , fainting , sickish, 
design 
)390 .heter op etalous.many-sided, double-jointed, differently-
petaled, severally- spliced, rocky 
)391. hidated . c?mbed, inf7inged,_s~liced, measured,taken )392 . h i ghty- t i ghty . high top, hilum, hiliferous, haughty, 
humdrum 
)393 . h i pp opathol ogy . hic cough study, horse history, horse 
di seases, hi pp opotamian, amnesty 
l394.hob. 395 . h old. 396 . h oly grass . 
)39?.homolecithal . 
)398 . h onors of war . 
)399 . h orary . 
)400 .horse block. 
)401 . Hoth. 
) 402 . hover . 
l403 . human . 404.hunk . 405 . hyaline 
cartilage. 




rank, shoe, pail, corncob, cut 
rifle , speech, bond, insurance, curta il 
sweet scented grass, Austin gras s, blue 
grass, camel hay, elephant g rass 
homonymous, homomorph, alacrity, 
alectoria, alecithal 
spoils, prizes, privileges, captures, 
medals 
hairy-armed, white-haired, hourly- account 
hordary, h ordein ' 
head , machine, frame, jangle, laugh 
moth, mountain , river, god , sea 
spleen, royal, piece, shelter, go 
is, was, being, g oing , fish 
rapid, goal, rise, sit, spit 
cartridge, sperm, tissue, vent, finger 
li quid, sol id , gas, powder, glass 
theorist, hymnologist, hylotheist , 
hypaspist, hylogeny 
sleepy type, low type, high type , 
extreme type, outside type 
)40 9 . hypostone . chrome, fish, animal , shell, was 
)410 . ibis . fish, stone, bird, peanut, shell 
)411 . Idas . mountain, apricot, hero, king , god 
)412 . igne ous fusion.water fusion , heat fusion, gas fusion, 
)413 . illuminate . 
)414 .immanacle . 
)415.impede . 
)416 .import unable . 
l417 . in 418 . inchest . 419 .inconveni ency . 
)420 . independent 
churches . 
) 421. indic ti on . 
)4~2.Idogaea . 
)423 . inerasible . 
) 4 24 . inf i ni t o . 
)425 . ingenerate. 
)426 .ink fish . 
)42? .in rem suam. 
cryst al fusion, salt fusion 
frighten . enlighten , famous, speechles s , 
foamy 
fetter, monacle, imbibe, mediate, freedom 
walk , foot, c onfer, hinder, perceive 
speechless , fright , i mpos ing , urgent, 
insolent 
around , inside , from , where , hotel 
enchest, mercy, instruct, deviate, embal m 
incommode, incongruous, credulous, 
indisposed, opposed 
free churches, upright churches, Catholic 
churches, dissociated churches, Indian 
churches 
stamp, penury, proclamation, dictation 
importance 
negroid, white , Inda- European, Orient, 
Slavic 
incapable of being arrested, appeased, 
erased , converted , stopped 
infant, specie) perpetual, shore,however 
beget, feel, eclipse, enter, universe 
blackfish, shark, squid, catfish, carp 
in the swim, law courts, make an inroad, 
power of attorney, breaking in 
)428 .inspirati onal . instructional, installment, prosecution, 
petitional, stimulating 
)429 .insurrectionar~villain, impaired, insurgent, integrity, 
insured 
)430 .~nterced~. intend,internal,include,interpose,space 
)431.. 1nterluc1dati on.clear ing , h ousing, thinning, r etaining, 
combining 
)432 . interpone. 
)433. intoed. 
)434. invalid . 
)435 . io. 
)436.iron. 
)437.irrigation 
engine ering . 
)438 .isognism. 
l439 . Italici. 440 . jack. 441. jagirdar. 
)442. Janan 
honeysuckle. 
) 44 3. ;r egaal. 
intrude, introduce, interpolate , 
interp ose, infraction 
t urned toe, g one into, intoxicated, 
intoned, turned to 
wretched, stooped, infirm, falsehood, 
a nnointed, 
wren, robin, hawk, vulture, seagull 
speedily, undecided, inflexible, inapt, 
instrument 
construction, destruction, foresight, 
beautifying, radical 
spasm, medusal, isolation, protoplasm, 
specie __ 
beetles, moths, foss il s , dinosaurs, people 
spit, cheat, cards, hoist, rough 
animal , p oison, empire , administer , 
calaba sh 
germ, cawalier , plant , mus ic, fossil 
Bible version of King James , Luther, 
Douay, Coverdale, Catholic 
)444 .jewell. money, gold, valuable, gem , p ot 
)445.jocu. animal, bird , fish, germ,molecule 
)446 . J onatban freckle. spot, col or , disease, worm,parasite 
)447 . judgment book . heavenly b ook, decision book, entry 
book, information book , judge's book 
)448 .j unk . eggs, fossil, u a ist, manage, boat 
)449 . Kaaba . ruler, empi re, building, food, book 
)450.ka ori. tribal , custom, food, tree , element 
)451 . k eeperess. keeper , peeress, tree, wretch , old woman 
)452 . ketone a lcohol.ketol, ketone body, ketoheptose, 
)45 3. k idney bean. 
alcohol, keto acid 
red bean, common bean , cooked bean, 
lima bean, sieva bean 
)454 . King George;s Revolutionary War , Spanish War, War of 
War . Austrian Succession, French and Indian 
)455 . ki ttle. 
)knitwear . 
)457 . Koch ' s l aw . 
) 458 . Ku- Kl ux . 
)459 . lac. 
)460.lady. 
)Lambeth Articles. 
) 462 . land-gavel. 
)463.lap. 
)464.las. 
) 465. Latin. 
War, French War 
s team , generate , eat, collect, mess 
grass, knit well, tied, sheath , clothing 
a s t a tement in chemistry , physics, 
zoology, biology, bacteriology 
organization, fight , hang, robes,horses 
beetle, plant , orange, lemon, milk 
laddle, minister, assi st, female, portion 
articles of King, cast le, religion, 
association, succes sion 
gavel, p ower, rule, money , rent 
perturb , feeble, wi sh , spl ash , witch 
step, peach, right, girl, enter 
Greek, Carthaginian, Peruvian, Etruscan, 
Roman 
)466 . law . 
) 467 . lay out. 
)468.leaf- foo t ed 
bug . 
)469 . lechugilla . 
l )470.legi sla t ure. 
\ )471.Lent en . 
) 47 2 . less on . 
) 47 3 . level. 
)474 . liberty . 
( )475 . life . 
( )476 . light pillar . 
spec i e s , rul es, applications, land,faces 
space, newspaper, intention, sickness, 
design 
l eaf i ns ec t , leaf notcher, leaf chafer 
corn borer, sap sucker 
l ec turette, leech, amarillo, blood-
$UCk er, agave wr1t1ng, gruup, lawyers, congress, ~enate 
enj oyable , loaned , engraved, plain, 
exer cise 
writing, teacher, instruction, 
lethargy, r e~ding 
intention , lever, uniform, coattail,blow 
entertainment, obstreperousness, 
contamination, freedom, government 
joy , freedom, insurance, existence,alive 
light stone , rock wall , support, 
( 
fossil, halo 
)477 . liminal . in the limelight , lime house , lime-white, 
in the gloaming, at the threshhold 
)478 . line of defenseintegrity, resistance, attack, barrier, 
infantry 
)479 . lion ' s hear t . headstone, masthead, bowsprit, 
l480.literatured . 481. liven. 482 . lobus caudatus . 
)483 . lodgable . 
)484 . long . 
l485. loop . 486 . lost . 487 . 1 ow explosive . 
( 488 . lullay . 
t 
489 . lustly . 
490 . ma. 
491 . Turacrochira . 
49 2 . magerful . 
l )493 . mahal. )494 . major tenace. ) 495 . malaprop os . 
)496 . mamba . 
.) 497 . mandi bula. 
) 498 . manlike . 
) 499 . manyness. 
) 500 . Mariam. 
) 501. marquisina . 
) 502 . ma scar on . 
) 503 . mast er 
osc illator . 
dragonhead, judgment 
written , formed , versed, vested, read 
enliven, enjoy, live, spruce, lineament 
lobe foot, liver lobe, lobelin , 
lob fig, loblolly 
eatable, findable, placeable, careta..~er, 
inn 
special, filler, daily, lengthy, speed 
squeeze, r ·de, drop, coil, spill 
divided, split, lough, rammed, r uined 
an explosive that i s buried deeply, 
buried shallow, fired slowly, 
non-detonating, false 
speak, lull, entertain, lullaby,lulliloo 
forever, now, at last, pleasing , fearful 
fraternal, mama, my, me, from 
fossil, crab , crawfish, sucker, eel 
maggot, funny, masterf ul, august, lofty 
water, secretion, apartment, brown,rough 
pitch, bridge, whist, poker, rum.my 
sickness, roughness, inopportune, 
proposition , deadly 
mummy , poison, snake, animal, hate 
apostle, ringworm, menace, mallet, 
mandible 
mandrake, mannerable, manna, mannish, 
manque 
quality, quantity , quail, monthly, often 
marine , wedding, marid , cracker,character 
marshy , march, marchesa, marrow, marriage 
macaroni , masterfulness, hide,mask, color 
refers to phonograph, airplane, auto, 
radio , dynamo 
)504.matriarchal . 
) 505. Maya. 
) 506. measure . 
) 507 .mediative . 
) 508. Megar ic . 
) 509. mel odi sm. 
) 510. meniscus . 
) 511. mere ury 
mother- murderer, murderess, mother-
controlled, mammoth, special 
animal, city, Indian, African, 
South American 
deat, reflex, intention, decision, unit 
medicine, reclined, spoiled, 
, determinative, reconciliative 
Sabine, battle, Stundist, dogmatist 
Eristic ' 
melody, meloplast,rhythrn,notes,optimism 
arch , battle, revenge, scuttle,crescent 
thermometer, compound, element , acid, 
cyanide. 
( ) 512. mesh . 
( )513.metageometry . 
dynamite 
ribbon, cement, sieve, hash, junk 
geometry that is higher, deeper, 
( 
( 
) 514. meter. 
) 515 . mewl . 
) 516 . micropin . 
l 51 7 . might • 518.milleporiforn. 519. mindless . 
)520.Minotaur. 
) 521. misc rea t e . 
)522.mistaker . 
) 523. Mo. 
) 524 . modulati ve . 
) 525 . moll usca . 
) 526 . mongrel . 
theoretical, practical, non-Euclidean 
rhyme, rhythm, poem, verse, accent 
mewer, miaul, awl, dagger, mule 
microscope, micrograph, small pin, 
small animal, telescope 
resource,entertain,darkness,speak,shall 
thousand-fold,worm,fossil,coral, snake 
stupid, nevertheless, richness, behold, 
withered 
dinosaur, mastodon, man-fish, man-horse, 
man-bull 
collect, subdivide, mistake, mismake, 
misuse 
revolver, entering, foundling, 
blunderer, shaper 
propellor, copperhead, river, mountain, 
language 
rapid speech , deeper~toned, lower-
pitched, fair-skinned, broad- toned 
excavated, peach, shellfish,shark,tooth 
fool, well-developed, mimic, ill-bred, 
afflicted 
)527.monologian. hun, mongol, monopolizer, theologian, 
speech expert 
)528 . month . moth, 25-days, 30-days, week9 60-days 
)529.moral insanity.rectitude , hyperbole, onomatap oeia , 
) 530. morse . 
) 531 . mother . 
)532.mountain 
barometer . 
)533 . movement of 
variation. 
(534 . Mugilidae . 
l 535 . mul vel. 536 . muscovado. 537 . mustermaster. 
) 538 . my ophan . 
) 539 . na . 
) 540 . nape . 
perverson, corrosian 
class, wire, purse, orange, desire 
moth, friend, woman, relative, parent 
weather gauge, moisture guage, pressure 
gauge, height gauge, speed gauge 
speed, gauge, sure foot, solid, trend 
rock,worm, mullet, wood, lobster 
mackeral, cod, fossil, mullet, splice 
muscle, avocado, sugar, oil, bass 
harborma.ster, rollmaster, mustard-
master, plaster, cop 
nymph, myoneme, myrica, myristic,myrrh 
that, hence, not, nob, in 
back of the nose,eye,ear,neck,throat 
541.Nathan-Melech. senator , Biblical character, hero, 
All-American 
l 542 . naturel. 543 . nebuly . 544.negligence . 
545 . Nepali. 
546 . ne t blotch . 
54?.new. 
548 . nicht . 
549 . liJ"ike. 
550 . ni troline . 
)551.nolition. 
naturally, color, fixed,central,design 
nebule, planet , sun, moon , comet 
underwrite, oversigh t, negative , 
instrument, personification 
Italy, bug, fossil, language, forest 
fungi, extinct , insect, tissue, network 
bright, symbol, designed,distant,modern 
peace, was, novel, night, na sty 
dike, sea, goddess, right, devil 
nitroglycerine 1 cyanamide, celulose, nizanate, hyurate 
speech, entrance, unnecessary, 
unwillingness, incarnation 
I l 552 . Nona. not, never, none, ninth, nor 553.nor . none,as such , likewise not ,not,not any 554 . not . nor, no, none, never, no more 
( )555 . Novial . Norse , country, hero , river , language 
( l556. Nurn.idian. European~ Roman, African , Rus s ian, Pole 
55?.oadal . lizard, rruit , bird, tree, stone 
( 558 . obligate . rage, bind, oblique, obliterate, band 
)559 .obtuse. funny , dull , adhere , opp ose, parched 
560 . octavic . third,fifth,eighth ,tenth ,twelfth degree 
561.oeil-de-boeuf. door, window, roof , ceiling, flo or 
562 .off-sorts. wool, cotton, linen, silk , rayon 
563 .ok ote. fish, flower, tree, ani mal, lover 
)564 .olfactory cell.cell for sight, hearing, smell, taste, 
)565 . omphacine . 
)566 . ontologism. 
) 567 . opera. 
) 568 . op posed . 
balance 
of unripe fruit , new boots, more 
boots, light switch, agent nouns 
sperm, percolator, philosophy, fight, 
onychia 
ballet, May f ete, operculwn, concert , 
musical drama 
continued, contradicted, collapsed, 
withheld, oppressed 
l 569. orange day lily. herb, orang. e, pulp, connalily, genera 570.order. fly, help, condone , command, defy 571 .organbird. organ , bird, color, dress, fabric 
)572 .ornament. fixture, wallpaper, composition, 
furniture, decoration 
)5?3 .orthotomic areal, binary, generalized, orthogonal 
co-ordinates . curvilinear, parabolic co-ordinates 
)574.osteoblast . germ, sperm, flesh-forming, nerve-
l )575.ounce metal. 
( l576 . outline. 
( 577 . overpeal. 
578.overget. 
l l 579. over sway . 
( 580. Oxford. 
\ 581.pa. 
{ 582.padlock. 
( )583.Palaep Alpine . 
forming, bone-forming cell 
compound, alloy, copper, junk, crown 
brief, output, survive, outlive, summary 
pealing, heat, refuse, implement, sound 
overwhelm, overgraze, overhand, 
overtake, overglaze 
sway, sink, offer, reveal, op pose 
food, ford, fabric, spasm, shoestring 
bug, income, support, parent, paw 
pad, humor, stop, squeeze, lock 
type, print, sea, enemy, fungi 
)584.palindr omic. 
)585 . palstaff. 
) 58 6. panel. 
)587.panung . 
)588 . paraboliform. 
)589.parallel 
texture. 
)590 . parchment. 
)591.parliament 
cake. 
)59 l partanhanded. 
)593 . parvis. 
)594.Pass ion Play . 
)595 . patent. 
)596 . patron. 
) 597 . pay . 
)598 . pea rman. 
)599 . pedestrian . 




l ) 603 . pepsin. 
)604 . perfect frame. 
605.period . 
606.perkin. 
607 . persei t ol. 
608.pertaining. 
)609 . Petrarchist. 
)610 . phalangeal. 
) 611 . phenaki st o-
sc op e. 
)612 . philosophy. 
)613 . phonotyp ist. 
) 614 . photoma . 
)615.phylephebic. 
)616. phyt on. 
hi pp odrome, cycledrome, quickly frozen, 
water covered, reversible sentence 
celt, smelt, pompa, hence, degree 
section hand, fre e thinker, beachnut, 
wall section, poison 
Siamese, sword, fish, hat, skirt, house 
conform, paralexia, parallel, conical, 
square 
texture wi th a rranged crystals, order-
ly design, double thickness, double 
length, double width 
cement, thirstiness, heaven, g oatskin, 
flint 
frosted cake, cake walk, brown cake , 
g ingerbread , hardcake 
t h ick-headed~ terrible, special, black, 
stingy 
building, sidewalk, stream,court,empire 
mystery play, miracle play, musical 
comedy, melodrama, excitement play 
leather, right, sick, tired, waiting 
father, proprietor , paint ing , ensign, 
design 
reward, suffer, rank, ent ire, ri ch 
hand, p ear, main, swill, wealth 
animal,climber,walker,collector,genius 
oceanic,spear,fresh,domineering,peaceful 
assemblage, joint, imitation, faulty, 
extra 
endowment, secretion, grant , wish, whole 
ensign, prophylactic, germ, p igment, 
molecul e 
triangular, equilateral, rectangular, 
disectional, horizontal frame 
time, enemy, sentence , rank, costume 
apple, cider, pear, rise, happy 
germ, white, menthol, alcohol , petal 
holding, ent ertaining, belonging, 
seizing , wishing 
singer, player, sonneteer, gazetteer, 
polo player 
pertaining to phalangite, phalangia, 
phalarope, phalacrosis, phalanx 
magnifying glass , optical toy, telescope, 
phantascope , pharyngoscope. 
metaphysics, pb)siology, stamp collecting, 
wisdom hate, wisdom love 
phonogra~her, phonologer, fast reader, 
phonetic speller, phonograph-typist 
flash, photograph, photometer, photon, 
design 
diseased, anemic, kind-hearted, 
young-manlike, blood pressure 
ph.vtomer, phytome, phytometer, snake, 
hippodrome 










l627.play. 628. plenum. 629 . plowable. 
)630. plural. 




634. pole trawl. 
635. p olony . 
636.polyodontia. 
lock, pocket hole, rub, wash, thief 
hyg.rometer, hydrometer, speed gauge, 
pressure gauge, pedometer 
piles, disease, rubber, poultice, sink 
parrot, ant-eater, polecat, monkey,snake 
pinochle, point, pinnacle,culvert,steppe 
spear, food, animal, sail, saint 
running , judging,casting ,picking,painting 
reptile, poison, class, bird, snail 
astronomer, astrologer, planetarium 
air tourist, lying flat 
fool, see, plan, steam, flat 
spoil, dally, honor, ride , impeach 
special, plane, fullness,however,vac ant 
movable, spillable, tillable, enjoyable, 
talkable 
complicated, special, amplified, dual, 
gra111.mar 
speed hammer, fly hammer, endeavor, 
power hammer, trip hammer 
snake, rock, plant, animal, fish 
rose, tired, try, steady, wish 
pole, hole, fish, net, boat 
colony, sausage, plant, fish, pign:y 
diseased, amputated, polyandry, 
abnormally-toothed, knock-kneed 
)637.pompier ladder.Roman ladder, extension ladder, short 
)638.pop. 
)639.porphyritic. 
( )640 . position . 
l )641.posterior. 
l ) 642. potassium iodide. 
l )643.pouncet. 
)644 . practiced. 
)645.preacquaint. 
)646 . precious. 
)647 . predominant. 
ladder, stage ladder, scaling ladder 
speech, battle, heavy, report, condign 
sperm, foolish, tender-hearted, rocklike, 
effervescent 
speed, cons tance, endeavor, hold, place 
funnier, quicker, sooner, later, la t ter 
medicine, salt, solid, solvent, stone 
jump on, settee, pomander,pouncer,pounce 
headed, experienced, judged, endeavored, 
solved 
presuppose, preapprise, predict , 
predetermine , preadvance 
valveless, invaluable, priceless, costly, 
fierce 
foremost, superior, antecedent, enerey, 
inferior 
)648.pre-judiciary. prepared, predecided, preinformed, 
)649 . prepositure. 
preintended, predicted 
preposition, devourment, provostry, 
injunction, continuation 
)650.presentment presentiment, formation of clergy, devas-
of Englishry. tation, proof of birth, death of 
)651.pretemporal. 
)652 . prickle. 
)653 . primapara. 
minstrelsy 
angry, hasty, in front of the court, 
before time, toward decision 
stickle, heckle, fun, hedge, basket 
quickly prepared, all-important, highest 




)655 . probabili t y 
curve . 
)656 . proct orize . 
) 657. profl uvi um. 
)658.prolixly. 
J 659 . proofy . 
hand telegraph, bell telegraph, print 
signal , teletypewriter, typographer 
frequency deduction, accident rate, 
average road curve, starvation diet, 
· digression 
inspect , intervene, discipline, invent, 
interchange 
entrance, eradication, emulsion, 
discharge , attempt 
verbosely, prolocutrixp vermouth, 
heavily, smilingly 
spoofy, haunted, entertained, 
promising, prooved 
)660 . prpprietarian . property owner, deepsea diver, advocating 
strict rules, designer , owner 
)661.prost ration . humor, specie, collapse, plan, entity 
)662 . protoglobulose. digestive product round entity 
foremost design; sure-footed ' 
)663 . pro-Virginian. vegetarian, Hamiltonian, partisan, 
)664 . pry . 
)665 . pseudoperid-
ium. 
)666 . p sychozoic . 
)667 .publishable. 
( ) 668 . pull. 
l ) 669 . puna . 
l 670 . Puquinan. 
( 671. purpose. 
( 672.put. 
l 673 . pyot. 
( 674 . pyrrolidine. 
)675 . qua drilogy. 
) 676 . qua ntul um. 
) 677 . quasi . 
)678.queintise. 
I )66790 . quiinaceae. ) 8 . quir.L. ) 681. rabble . 







)683 . radio bearing. 
) 684 . rail. 
) 68 5. ramberge . 
l686 . rank . 687. rase . 688.ratio. 
) 689 . ra.z or clam. 
) 690 . realness . 
fossil, war captain 
estimate, design, monkey, peer, hurt 
membrane, false cup, eavesdropper, 
filch, arch 
quarterly, uaternary, Paleozoaic, 
anthropological, psychol ogical 
printable, washable, saleable, issuable, 
talkable 
sell, hurt, seek, convince, drag 
animal, mountain, wind, wish, hunt 
African,Spanish,Hindu,Indian,Chinese 
fun, hunt, wish, propose, design 
hence, fud6e, see, place , wish 
animal, bird, food, fish , polygot 
pyrrolidone, pyrrophyllin, heterdyne, 
tetrahydropyrrole, tetrahydride 
tetralogy, hierarchy, quadrangle, poem, 
song 
large quantity, sm.a.11 quantity, 
colored, free, five-fold 
foolishly, however, now, entirely, 
seemingly 
quaintness, pigtail, naturalness, 
forever, stillness 
shrubs, grass, trees, warms ~ reptiles 
fume, smoke, hurl, twist, sit 
church, enenw, stone, vulgar, come 
round, foolishly, meaningly, brightly, 
frequently 
wheel, squeek, point, angle, ray 
iron, wood, rod, post , fence 
flight, battle, galley, service, enemy 
speech , front, hang, promote, array 
flunk . light, scratch, loin, cow 
radio, ration, radium, division, raiser 
jumper, fish , closed knife,genus, mollusk 
real price,really,realizer,reality,realm 
)691.recallable. rebuffable, reboundable, rebukable, 
rebuttable, revokable 
)692.reckon. punish, account, entice,engender,decide 
)693 .recovery oven. an oven for safekeeping, search, 
recurrence, by-products, heated 
articles 
l )694 .red coffeeborer.mollusk, larva, fly, bird, animal 
t )695.red rice. food, dye , plant, utensil, color 
( )696.reel. speed, whirl, take, overcome, anxiety 
( )697.reformandum. reformed, to be reformed > referendum, 
reshaping, reformatory 
( )698.regenerative. current building, current breaking, stop-








gap, current returning,stronger current 
statue, rule, temple, medal, face 
quickly, correctively, conclusively, 
comparatively, affirmatively 
especially, intentionally, regretfully, 
slowly, completely · 
airplane , ancient king, French premier, 
duke's son, prince 













( )712 .rhinocerous 
auklet. ( l 713. rhythm. 
l 714.ride. 
715. right. 
water ship, bigotry 
reflexed, convex, annexed, soar, height 
entertain,awful,perverse,contradict,help 
newspaper, building, memorial, court, 
park 
promontory, animal, bird, fly, leech 
rhyme, tone, volume, cadence, meter 
mount, fun, overtake, hurry, condone 
conquer, straighten, endure, might, 
fulfill 
)716 .ring binder . rubber binder, book binder, paper 
binder, wheat binder, rope 
)717 .rising timbers.timbers in the wall, roof, floor, 
)718. robber . 
)719.Rocky Mountain 
garrot. 
)720 . rolling 
landslide. 
( ) 7 21. roof. 
l )722.rose . 
l )723 . roti vism. 
)724 . round . 
J 725. royal abbey . 
ceiling, cellar 
jobber, belt, high priced, delay, thief 
goat, snake, bird,· flower, rock 
slip, fog, wheel, boat, wave 
piece, cover, wall, tar, shingles 
flower, animal, bird, wave, sun 





entrance, come, look 
building, princely in-
church, landed vestments 
l )?26.rudd. animal, bird, snake, fish, hair 
l )?2?.ruminate . . cover, extend, feel, ponder, conclude 
l )728.running spider.spider that is long-legged, three-
legged, widowed, toothless, webbless 
)729.rnth. hunger, enjoyment, care, pity, desire 
)730 . saccharinated . covered, stolen, sweetened, acidized, 
( )731.saddle. 
( )732 . sago fern. 
oxidized 
contain, load , force, ride , horse 
a fern from Africa, Europe , Asia, 
Australia , Maine 




)736 . sandbur . 
)737 . Santo Domingo 
Indian 
)738.sardinewise. 
banana , onion, wool, cotton, linen 
saloon , court , building, street 
fountain 
color, rope, building, politician, 
student 
flower, grant, vegetable, weed, seed 
Blackfeet, Kaw, Kiowan , Keresan, 
Mohawk 
sardine can, sardine label, sardine 
fashion, sardine fin, sardine taste 
)739 . saturated vapor that is absorbed, contaminated, 
vapor . exercised , condemned, hardened 
)740 . savor . fly , speed , look, smell, general 
)741 . scalor product . relating to fish, ladders, mathematics , 
)7 42 . scantlinged. 
)743 . Sceliphron. 
)744 . schoenbatic. 
mountains, weight 
having little,more,stones,lumber,flour 
fossil,moth,scorpion, wasp , hunger 
beauty-loving, wine-drinking, piece-
worker , rope-walker , doorkeeper 
)745.scion . lion, scare, gentleman, descendent, wage 
)746 .scopoleine . ester,heckle,gasol ine,oil,spectroscope 
)747 . scout. hide,contempl ate,bogey,explore,decide 
748 . screw. fish, follow, spiral , find, nut 
749.scrub r.ey-rtle. washwoman, beetle, shrub, :reystic, bee 
750 . sea . gulf , ocean, see, barely, bay 
751 . seamouse . watermouse, waterfowl, worm, fish,fossil 
( 752 . seborrhea . nzy-rrh,stearrhea,secant,sebilla,sebacate 
( )753 . section. bit, fight, division, enlargement,school 
( )754.seedybuckberry. berry, flower, plant , seed, buckboard 
( )755 . selenate . sugar, salt, pepper, flour, secretion 
( )756 . self-rolled. self-rambled, self-placed, self-coiled, 
)757 . semieffigy . 
self-made, self-raised 
semicircle, semibreve, peculiar , 
f ace, figure 
)?58 . senior . higher , believer, finished, older, boy 
)759 . separata . fish,believers,separation, articl es,cuts 
·i760.fer. sir, man, height, weight, ocean 
761 . serpentoid. snakelike, mollusk, fish , void, wish 
762 . sesquisulphide . celebration, half-measure, fish-oil, 
)763 . setter . 
)764 . sew . 
)765 . shadow graph. 
)766.shandy. 
)767 . Shaveh. 
)768 . sheer . 
chemical, violation 
pioneer , striker, fish, dog, bird 
pottage, camp, fume, pile, hardy 
mov ie, play , game, scream, clearness 
house, discourse, discover, play, plump 
a character in Shakespeare, Shaw, 
Bible , Bennett, Conrad 
fool, turn, come, blow, play 
)769.Sherardia . 
) 770 . shini ng 
flycatcher . 
)771.shock troops . 
)772 . shortage . 
)773. show . 
)774. shuffle . 
)775.sicknessproof . 
)7 76 . sieve tissue . 
)777. silcrete . 
)778 . silver brown. 
) 77 9. simplex. 
)780 . single tax . 
) 781. s i qui s . 
782. sixain. 
783 . skey . 
784. ski te . 
785 . 'si'ant- top . 
( )786 . sleepy 
staggers . 
( )787 . slip . 
( 788 . slottery . 
1 
789 . small . 
790 . smithereens . 
791 . snake . 
l 792 . snicker . 
( ) 793 . snuf . 
( )794 . social evil. 
( )795 . soft chess. 
( )796.solecis:t . 
( )797 . solutio . 
{ )798 . sonorant . 
{ l799 . sort . 
( 800 . sourbread . 
( 801. suade . 
( 802 . spark 
animal, fossil, herb, hero, god 
weapon , trap , bird , animal, fish 
stockings, flies, soldiers, tanks, 
aviators 
discovery , attack, p iecemeal , deficiency, 
meat 
handle , cow, judge, exhibit, fly 
duff le , play, foul, fix, mix 
alcohol, proof of sickness, health 
chart, sickfree, foulness 
genus, paper, skin, phloem , race 
concrete ,secrete,hunt,quartzite,battle 
color , r abbit, porpoise, skunk, deer 
forgotten, uncompounded , fresh, 
divided, free 
sole tax , poll t ax , land tax, sales tax, 
bachelor tax 
piece, can be, pl acard, jack, hold 
sick man , fun, coin , held, officer 
wedge, bar, span, slip, wheel 
kite, dash, hemp, bird, animal 
slant- covered, angle, pieced roof, 
engendered, fish 
sleep, attack, virus, disease , death 
henchman, free, slime, slap , bench 
bitten, fun, design, sluggish, drawing 
tiny, hour, fresh, heavy , dugout 
holes, benches,kinds,butter,fragments 
grass, crawl, green, serpent, fun 
hold, could , knife, candy, peanut 
drug, remainder, division, bit, dudge 
horror, poolrooms, cards, prostitution, 
environment 
game , wood, grass, tree, fern 
holecust , witch,blunderer,fool, finder 
grave , salute, discharge, contend , fight 
soot brown, santag, resonant, peal, 
Sonora 
judge, come, select, piece of , 
pancake, oatcake,dumplings ,leaves,fl ower 
black,humus, dig, hoe, shovel 
current production, stop-gap speed, dis-
frequency . charge rate, electrode tone, spark 
arrester 
)803 . special court of more than one , two, three, 
- court- martial. five , nine 
)804 . spect r um discovery , sound box , color scalet 
analys i s. investigation , labora tory work 
)805 . spermat o- disease, discharge , pressure, 
cystitis . inflamation, fever 
)806 . sphinc terismus . inflamation , fever , discharge, 
c onvulsi on, splintering 
)807 . spinal column. rake , vertebrae, vertebra, lung, back 
)808 . spir it . hunt, wine, vigor, jug, blow 
)809.splenic 
apoplexy. 
)810. spongillid . 
hemorrhage, breakdown, weakening, 
judgment, fever 
s queeze , sp onge, sp onging h ouse, 
sponsion, sponson 
l811 . sp ot. character, piece, stain, resin, stop 812.s~ring. resilient, cover, fo olish, wa r m, cool 813. spurious disk.star disk, st a r dust, fal s e p i ece, 
)814 .squat . 
)81 5. s-tachyose . 
)816 . sta le. 




( )8 20 . steady . 
( )821. steeve. 
)822 . steppe cat. 
)823 .stibnite. 
oval sight, telescope 
s quaw, jump, run, sit, t h row 
starch, salt , sugar, coffee , peanut 
pale, pole, i mpale, tas teless, fl a t 
dictionary, rank, custom, language, 
design 
tree that is stiff , is white, 
drops starch, holds starch , i s l avender 
state length, s tate width , stat e_c ove r ed , 
state-known, state- f ound 
gripe, grip , stabilize, s t and, stark 
turn upward, downward, sidewise , 
lengthways, backwa rd 
robe, bobolink, manul, Rus s i a n hound , 
runaway 
stichometry , acetic, kneepan , 
stiflebone, trisulphide 
l824 . stillsta nd . standstill, waste, boneless, haven, comet 825 . stock . hole, fence , supply, fetch , wa ter 826 . stone. pelt, rack, p iece, mammoth, hard 827 . storage electrical charger, electrochemica l cell , 
battery . current reducer,cell block ,old battery 
)828 . straight-lined. perpendi9ular, high,, rectilinea r, 
undeveloped, perp~exed 
)829.strave . fos s il, jump, struggle, p ieced, def i ned 
)830 . stretch plastic surgery , long term, elas ticity . 
modulus. break, elasticity r a tio, top score 
)831.stringybark . old oak, scaley tree, p eppermi nt tr ee, 
medicine, plant 
)832 . struck shop. shop destroyed, on s trike , del ayed , 
)833 . stumper. 
( )834. subahdar. 
\ )835 . subject. 
l )836 .sub-Pyrenean . 
)837 .subterranea n 
clover. 




)841. sun crack. 
)842. super-
c ond uc ti ve . 
) 843. supinat or 
brevis. 
opened, closed 
tree puller, orator, thinker, de s i gner, 
jumper 
sandbar,regiment ,patrol,off icer , met al 
name, plan, theme, design, h old 
fossil, under ocean, strata, under 
mountain, submarine 
clover that is underground, hidden 
burying, deep, watery 
hobby , remora, sucker rod,suede,sandst one 
pr ove r , halter, tempter,forger,believer 
sulphur dioxide, trioxide, bisulphate, 
monoxide, toning 
mud crack, st1I1-destroyed, heat crack, 
black hole , sunsp ot 
low force, high fre quency , highly 
transmissive , extra careful, _below par 
rect ifier, voltage, meter, muscle, 
corpulant 
( )844.surbase. grease, art, molding, finish, floor 
( )845 . surreptitiously. quickly, falsely, stealthily, slowly, 





l852 .synthesize. 853.table. 854.tad . 
)855 . take. 
)856.talk. 
)857.tamping bar . 
)858.Tantum Ergo. 
)859.tare. 
)860 . taste. 
)861 .taxus . 
)862 . tectonics. 
)863. telapathist. 
l864. tempera . 865 .tend. 86 6. tentative. 




)871 . Thebaic. 
)872. theory of 
forms. 
)873 .theromorphic . 
cont empt uously 
food, plant, mountain, heaven, sickness 
wash, awash, count, figure, hurry 
Ann ona, verbena, Clethra, harp sichord, 
sweetpea 
come, pull , plow, whip, hasten 
silver stream, sylvatic, sylvestrian, 
terpene, iodine 
poison , stone, berry, fruit, pie 
combine, force, design, plead, oversize 
rock, slab, salt, reach, constitute 
fish, serpent, child, jump, porch 
wish , joy, capture, see, please 
speak, frank, joke, entitle, seek 
bar for stamping, fishing, nailpulling, 
railroad ties, paint- scraping 
dance, fish, palace, hymn, court 
tear, weigh, pause, speak, benumb 
try, tall, sweet, sour, haste 
plant, fish, animal, tax, poverty 
spice, science, drinlcs, disease,pleasure 
telegrapher, wireless operator, thought 
transferrist, harpoonist, technician 
time, fishing, painting, judgment,heating 
speed, converge, manage,cultivate,hasten 
tempted, experimentive, suggestive, 
induced, forgotten 
bird, fish, house, land, title 
judgment, special, testern, octahedroid, 
octahedron 
cube of our,six,nine,ten,eleven, faces 
elastic, scholastic, oceanic, geological, 
revolving 
Sahidic, Plebic, Sardonin, Themis, 
Thebesian 
term in sculpture, painting, math-
ematics, printing, schools 
pertaining to reptiles, stones, 
glaciers, sleep, hypnotism 
)874 .think. 
)875 .Thomist. 
sup pose, fuse, bless, ferm, heaven 
chemist, physicist, philosopher, 
assayer, biologist 
)876 .threadbarity. carefulness, charity , poverty, plenty, 
sewing circle 
t )877. throb. 
( )878 .thulir. 
mob, tear, beat, flush, excite 
robbers, jewelers, masons, poets, 
singers 
)879.thyrsoid. 
)880 .tiemaker . 
)881. timbale. 
)882.tinderbox. 
void, disease, flowery, cucumber, free 
baker, manufacturer, druggist, poloist, 
artist 
music, food, stone, art, deception 
firebox, flintbox, fusebox, funbox, 
playbox 
)883. t i r ed . 
884 . to . 
8 1::) 5. to fall. 
886 . tomato streak. 
887 . tonic sol-fa. 
l888 . t op. 889 . t orii. 890 . toss . 
)891 . tournamental . 
·)sg 2. t oxophili te . 
( l893 . trade . 
( 894 . train. 
! 895 . transfer . 
( 
896 . transmit . 
)897 . trapezohedral. 
)898 . trea surous . 
( 
l 





)902 . trihemimeral. 
) 903 . tripedal. 
)904 . Triteness. 
)90 5. tropal. 
)906 . truck . 
)907 . trust . 
) 908 . tubercular. 
)909 . tumback . 
)910 . turbidimeter . 
l )911.turn. 
l l 912 . turret . 913.twenty-eight . 914 . twite. )91 5. typewriting. 
)916 . Uitotan. 
) 917 . umbrella . 
)918 . unbending . 
)919 . unconclusive. 
)920 . underact . 
)921. underrate . 
)922 . undone . 
)923 . unfrequent . 
equipped , many , forever, designed, 
feathers 
toward , with , among, also, from 
camp, bed, lake, waterfall, mountain 
color ,disease,weed, growth, beadiness 
soft drink, quiet rest, musical nota-
ti on, pleasure-mad, free-think i ng 
below, blow, cover, cant, sing 
wall , house, river, gate, post 
flare , jump, secede, flip, hoist 
special, competitive, colorful, 
believer companionable 
stamp collection, bird collecting , 
shooting , arch ery, running 
suggest , swap, mentor, level, beam 
condition, try, forget, use, misuse 
judge, change, free, believe, will 
pole, cat, hurt, write, send 
form , condition, wet, dry, empty 
special, valuable, condign, precious, 
entirety 
roadpath, farmpath,design,foment,hurry 
trial by papers, authority, condition, 
jury, judge 
worm, spade, fos sil, snake, belly 
food, captain, caesura, hymn, ford 
three-footed, coated, mixed,duped,fried 
peach, breeze,mermaid,mercerization,bl ow 
of a fish,trope,breeze,enemy,tropic 
garbage, injure, stampede, t r ansp ort,fl y 
fool, lock , enjoy, believe , say 
oval, rott en, tubercle, tuberculous, tuberose 
tobacco, forest, juice, cane, tree 
nephelometer, speed ometer, h ectomet er, 
hygrometer, hydrometer 
fly, go, jump, feel, whirl 
fly, ape, rabbit, tower, towel 
parakeet, people , f amous, day s, op i n i on 
reproach, seal, enjoy, smel l , bite 
stencil, transmitting , borrowing, 
printing, effacing 
African, South American, Georg ian, 
Russian, Polish 
horn, protector, silk, fold, c otton 
unforcin~ uncover, unyielding , unsol d, 
undoing 
inconclusive, may be, forced, uncovered , 
as was 
play feebly, counteract, foil, close ,leave 
please, low value, unfair p rice, speed, 
hallow 
hurt, foolish , discovered, neglected,bold 
piecemeal, boiled, seldom, special, now 
) 9 24 . unilateral. 
) 9 25 . uni tari sm. 
)926 . unlik eness. 
)927 . unpeered . 
one-sided , many-sided, lopsided , 
heavy, low 
one-god theory , plagiarism, foolishness , 
cover, love of pleasure 
resemblance, dissimilarity, heathenish, 
face , peer 
unparalleled, unfounded, undiscovered, 
unhung , uncovered 
)928 .unrespect l ess . foolish, speechless , careless , downcast, 
undeserving 
)929 . unspinsterlike. unbecoming , not oJ..G.maid-like, condone , 
imperative , coagulative 
) 930 . untwirling . unfolding, untwisting , rmbending, 
unyielding, unopening 
)931 . up- and- doing . downcast , overcome , active, spherical , 
)932 . Urani an . 
)933 . uroedema . 
)934 . usurpati ve . 
)935 . vacillator. 
)936 . validly . 
)937 . Vanessa . 
) 9 38 . various . 
( )939 . vector area 
( l940. velvet . 
t 941 . ventositous . 
{ 942 . verge . 
( )943 . versi:pel. 
( )944 . vestigial. 
( )945. viceroyal. 
( ) 946 . village 
economy . 
) 947 . violin . 
( )948 . visceral 
behavior . 
( )949 . vi trifacture. 
( ) 9 50 . Vol apuk . 
)951. vomitwort . 
)952 . rya . 
( )953 . wai nscot . 
chair . 
( )954 . wall. 
( )955 . wanhopefully . 
)956 . wardwi te . 
) 957 . war wicki te . 
ready 
astronomical , metal , directing, void, 
surface 
swelling , diseased , rich, heady , 
bologna 
usurpatory, inserted, spineless , weak, 
pine 
speaker, oscillator, pectonary , 
melter, ocular 
specially , legally, lustily,luxury, lore 
goddess, myth, young lady, trench , bug 
humdrum , mixed , together , impervious, 
some 
area method , vector, reply,cold,figures 
cellar, fabric , coin, smooth, student 
cellulose, ventose ,many , occ r, deaduous 
cloth, border, speed, wal~ , weigh 
were-wolf ,vestal,vestage ,wonder ,weller 
old, decayed, remnant, fund, mouthed 
officer,vice-regal,navy ,policeman ,crime 
bartering, spending, saving, hoarding, 
building 
spade , discovery , floor game , instr ~ment, 
hol e 
behavior of arm,ears,face,liver,eyes 
manufacture of poison, glassware , 
guns , machines 
eskimo, porcupine , language ,mountain, fold 
tobacco, slotcutter , tea, vomit, spill 
people , reptiles, mountain, river , 
neighbor . 
Engl ish, French, German , Spanish , 
Italian chair 
dun, double, fold , upright, side 
dispairingly , spitefully, underrating, 
vaporish, changeably 
bug, farm, fine, fish , bird 
metal, wind, sea, vary, type 
) 9 58 • wa t ch . 
) 9 59 . wat er fern . 
)960 . water sprout. 
)961 . waxily . 
l962 . wear . 
963 . weed . 
964 . well . 
)965 . western 
arborite . 
( )966 .whatever . 
( ) 967 . whereupon . l 968 . whipyarn. 
969 . white cornel. 
970 . white surf 
fish 
~971 . whunnnle . 
972 . wildcat . 
9'7 3 . willow . 
97 4 . wind- instru-
mental . 
( ~975 . wing sheath . 
( 976 . wis . 
( )977 . withdrawer. 
l l978 . wolf's foot . 979 . wood enware. 980 . woon. 981 . workspreading. 
( )982 . would- be . 
~983 .wring . 
984 . Xanadu . 
( )985 . yaba bark . 
( ) 986 . yawn . 
)987 . yellow peril . 
988 . Ymir. 
989 . ypsiloid. 
990 . zed . 
991 . zirconic . 
992 . Zorah . 
mercury, solid, timepiece, sail , ship 
underwater, flowery, fish, floating, 
fungus fern 
h ole, root, sucker , volcano, tornado 
hardly, smo othly, softly, flowerlike, 
sticky 
destroy, devour, decay, dement, direlict 
wild growth, speech, week, food, woman 
water, hole, now, could, wish 
tree, peak, hill, stalk, court 
notwithstanding, just the same as , hence, 
to which , by rzyself 
undercall, above which, now then, and so, 
whe re ever 
thread, metal, acid, li 1uid, tar 
fish, animal , plant, mountain , horse 
Argentine, New York, California 
Oregon, Asiatic fish 
whemmel , whale, whyfore , speedster,tale 
undomesticated, domesticated, Persain 
Siamese, long-haired cat 
flower, meal, tree, seat, animal 
drum, piano, horn, violin, bells 
elytron, electron, polygon, era , time 
was, wash , why , wonder, where 
spacer , timer,remover,d1minutive,monotony 
vine , dove, moss, snake, tree 
utensils , spo ons, dried , oblate , annual 
woo , sun , officer, Chinese, Indian 
work-arrang ement, digging , derivatives, 
accelera or, vulcanizer 
speller ,pretender ,holdover ,condone, to-be 
peal, chime, hurt , s queeze, dump 
city , mountain, plain, country, river 
angelin, tin, onion, rice, h orn 
color, pawn, mouth-closing, mouth-
op ening, hole 
race danger, suicide, emission, 
submission, fever 
giant , god, h ome, river, forest 
ypsiliform,ytterdia,Yuchi, sphere, Ypres 
name for Z, cow, apple, pear, zinc 
zirconium, Zizia , zither, laconic, spleen 
character from Bible, Shakespeare, 
history , Scott, Bacon 
A key to this test may be obtained from the author . 
Jote: The test as prepared for t h ese pages in t h e manner 
shown. It was actually taken without the ans er numbers and 
ansTier blanks at the left. Those takin5 t e test ere 
required to underline the ansTiers they thought c rrect . 
Tests have shown that there is no difference in results 
obtained by these two methods ; hence it has now been changed 
to the present form. 
